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New lease of life, energy and direction for Chakola
Since October 2005 Conservation
Volunteers Australia has taken up the
lease at Chakola.
Conservation Volunteers Australia (CVA)
is Australia’s largest practical
conservation organisation working to
protect the unique Australian environment.
Conservation Volunteers Australia’s mission is
“to attract and manage a force of volunteers in
practical conservation projects for the
betterment of the Australian environment.”
Chakola is to be the southern regional base for
these projects and includes projects at many of
the south coasts wetlands such as Commandery
and Werri Lagoon, while they also undertake
projects to remove invasive weeds, restore
heritage sites, build fences, restore and
construct trails.
The volunteers come from all areas of the globe
from local volunteers who have a spare day or a
week to international volunteers from countries
such as Korea, UK, France, Germany, USA,
Japan and Hong Kong.
Volunteers stay with CVA from one week up to
six months and it is a great opportunity for
travellers to learn about Australia’s unique
ecosystems.
CVA is embarking on an exciting new direction
in the establishment of a “Nature Camp” and
consequently CVA has begun managing the
“Chakola” wildlife refuge in Kangaroo Valley.
The initial philosophy that the landowners took
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Volunteer Rebecca Anderson gets “down and wet” as part of CVA project
when Chakola first came into being was that the
area and buildings should be used for
developing new concepts in recreation and
education.
Volunteers that stay with CVA at Chakola will
be involved implementing sustainable living
practices that will provide them with the skills
and knowledge to live more harmoniously with
the natural environment.
These are also concepts that the volunteers can
apply when they return to their various homes
around the world.
Conservation Volunteers Australia has regions
across Australia in - Ballarat, Melbourne,
Geelong, Bendigo, Sydney, Bathurst,
Newcastle, Port Macquarie, Canberra,

Wollongong, Adelaide, Alice Springs, Darwin,
Perth, Bunbury, Pilbara, Hobart, Launceston,
Brisbane, Gladstone, Townsville, Mackay and
Cairns.
Founded in 1982 in Ballarat, Victoria as the
Australian Trust for Conservation Volunteers.
CVA employs more than 120 full time staff, is
a member of the International Conservation
Volunteer Alliance, IUCN (The World
Conservation Union), United Nations Global
500, Federation of Youth Travel Organisations
and Green Globe.
An incorporated, not-for-profit organisation
CVA is managed by an independent board of
directors, is a Public Benevolent Institution and
a registered tax deductible gift recipient.
(Continued on page 3)

Valley resident scales Mt Everest
Bob Killip made it to the top of the world in May on his second attempt to reach the
summit of the world’s highest mountain. The Voice will carry Bob’s first hand story
and pictures in our July issue. In the meantime congratulations Bob on the achievement.
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One of the more pleasing aspects of this
last month in the Valley and in the creation
of the last issue of the start of the second
decade of the production of Valley Voice,
was the turnout for the Bowling and
Recreation Club’s Special meeting, which
unanimously authorised the Board to
pursue options to ensure the continuation
of the club for another fifty years.
The members were left in no doubt about the
need to arm the Board with their support in
their efforts to examine a range of options to
achieve that goal as the seriousness of the
trading situation was clearly explained.
Of course the deliberations and negotiations
of the Board with a variety of interested
parties will be put back to the members
before a final decision is made and that is
right and proper as to the course of action.
The Board is yet to consider the specific
expressions of interest, but there seems to be
a measure of support for amalgamation with a
stronger club, perhaps city based, with many
more members and greater cash reserves to
implement the necessary areas of
improvement needed to facilities and
services.
All of this is to be presented to the meeting of
members on June 10 when the next steps will
be decided.
On our front page this week we note the
extraordinary achievement of valley resident
Bob Killip in his successful ascent of Mt
Everest.
It is difficult for those of us not ever been
exposed to the conditions that must exist in
that part of the world to fully grasp the
difficulties and dangers inherent in such a
venture but in next month’s Voice we hope to
explore the challenge and the triumph with
Bob and share his story with our readers.
Perhaps it would be good if there was to be a
public story telling in the Hall sometime,
when the feat could be acknowledged by the
community and the experience could be
shared in the form of an illuminated and
illuminating address by Bob.
Too often in our community there are honest
toilers whose efforts and achievements are

not always shared with the outside world, but
which are, nonetheless, the sort of contributions
which are the foundation of a well motivated
and supportive community.
This theme is exemplified by the CWA report
on page 11 (“the glue which binds people in
country towns together”), is the basic drive
behind our front page story of Conservation
Volunteers Australia and is reinforced
throughout these pages by groups of people
designing, driving and creating a range of
projects that will enrich our lives.
Right now there is the Folk Festival and Arts in
the Valley events being put together, there is a
new combined Valley Art show planned for
Café Bella, there is a call for photographers to
offer their compositions, the Preschool has the
annual Winter Dance followed by an inaurgural
Youth Rock Festival the next day, the winter
sports are in full swing, Lions and KVRFS
continue their sterling work of community
purpose all of which need time and effort from
enthusiasts to turn the wheel.
We would like to see more recognition of the
behind the scenes miracle workers which make
these things happen.
On page 9 there is an article about the Regional
Achievers Awards.
Further there is a coupon on page 17 about the
aim and structure of these awards.
It would be good to see a Kangaroo Valley
individual or group be nominated in the various
categories on offer as a means of wider
recognition of the efforts which turn
possibilities into achievements.
This issue sees the debut of a new columnist
with a personal take on varied aspects of life.
As we often say the pages of the Voice are open
to all to have their say, contribute matters for
discussion, promote an event or an opposing
point of view and it is that spirit of difference
which tolerates and considers others opinions
that leads eventually to harmony and agreement
rather than suspicion and discord.
Difference of opinion is healthy.
None of us are right all the time.
After all “purpose of debate is progress not
victory’ and through the Voice we endeavour to
foster that principle.
Carl Leddy
The Editor

Letters to the Editor
All letters must be signed by
the writer and give both
business and home phone
numbers so letters can be
verified.
Mail to :
The Editor
c/o Post Office
Kangaroo Valley. 2577

Let down for music festival
In the May Voice, the Kangaroo Valley Arts
Festival Committee gave advance notice of a
concert by the ANU Chamber Orchestra
planned for 25 June at the Glengarry Campus of
The Scots College.
As appears in the notice elsewhere in this issue,
(Continued on page 4)
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Birthday present for 99-year-old valley resident
Shoalhaven City Council is about to give
a 99-year-old a well deserved birthday
present.
The Council’s Major Projects & Contracts
Section will oversee the repainting of the
99-year-old Kangaroo Valley Community
Hall.

best looking condition.”
Director City Services Barry Russell said
Council’s team has spent many hours ensuring
that the colours used on the building reflect the
original colours of its earlier years.
“The team has used scrapings from various
parts of the original external and internal walls
to find out the original colours used on this
Shoalhaven City Council Mayor Councillor style of building from Australia’s Edwardian
Greg Watson said it was a delight to help period,” Mr Russell said.
with the repainting of this
First opened on 11 May 1907 the hall –
historic venue in Kangaroo Valley.
designed by then Headmaster of Kangaroo
“Unless we understand how our forebears built Valley Public School James Thomas Burrell
the urban villages in which we live today, and
in a Federation Carpenter Gothic and
understand how they provided arts, culture, and
Federation Filigree style – incorporated a
drama to their villages, we will be at a major
large reading room, a library and committee
loss,” Councillor Watson said.
room in the western wing and a spacious
“This community hall had many functions, one room rented by the then Cambewarra Shire
was the first office of the newly formed
Council as an office in the eastern wing.
Cambewarra Shire Council, which was
The first School of Arts Building was built in
amalgamated with other council areas in 1948 April 1895 and demolished in 1910.
to form Shoalhaven Shire Council.
The Kangaroo Valley School of Arts is
“Council’s Major Projects & Contracts Section significant principally for its contribution to the
has been working with Architect and Heritage cultural advancement of the local community.
Consultants to produce a Conservation
Its intended role was for a Mechanics Institute
Management Plan for the historic building,” Clr and School of Arts to help the education and
Watson said. “This plan provides us with
trade skills among the working class and people
information that is used to ensure the
in rural areas.
community hall is restored to its original and
“Since its beginning in 1907, the building has

Anyone can be
a superhero on
Red Nose Day!
Friday June 30
Red Nose Day is the fund raising event
that helps save babies lives and supports
those families who have been affected by
miscarriage, stillbirth, neonatal death,
SIDS and any other sudden or
unexpected death of an infant.
Through key services of education,
training, bereavement support and
advocacy, SIDS helps many families in
their time of need.

continued to be relevant to the Kangaroo
Valley – which had a population of around 935
at that time – as it has been able to be adapted
to new and differing uses without loss of its
integrity,” Clr Watson said.
“For me it is pleasing to see one of our healthy
99-year-old buildings continue to be used by
the community.
Council is pleased to help with its renewal, and
we hope it will be integral to the life of
Kangaroo Valley for another 100 years.
“This community hall is one of many heritage
items that are within the city and under
Council’s care.
These heritage buildings and structures are an
integral part to the life, history and vitality of
our city.
For instance there is a youth festival to be held
in the Kangaroo Valley community hall in June.
So the hall is still a vital and fundamental to the
vibrant life of Kangaroo Valley.
These heritage buildings certainly add to the
cultural and tourist vibrancy of our city.”
Contractors will repaint the interior and
exterior of the community hall in May –
June, followed by minor maintenance
repainting of the exterior walls in 2007 and
2008 to optimise the building’s appearance.

Making the world a better place
(Continued from page 1)

The projects CVA work on include: Track
construction, plantings, weed control, flora and
fauna surveys, conservation fencing and
basically anything related to the environment
that you can teach to volunteers in a few hours.
If you have a project that you think CVA could
help you with or want to volunteer on one of
the projects that run all over Australia then
either check out the website:
www.conservationvolunteers.com.au
or Free call 1800 032 501.

SIDS and Kids NSW supports families who
experience miscarriage, stillbirth, neonatal and
infant death and the death of their child up to 6
years.
So they need your help more than ever, to allow
us to continue this valuable work.
On Friday June 30 join in and become a
superhero!
Have some fun and buy a Red Nose or a soft
toy.
Perhaps you could have a Red Nose Day
morning tea in your workplace and sell Red
SIDS and Kids NSW needs to maintain these
vital services, and at the same time continue to Nose Day products.
Whatever you do to help on Red Nose Day will
focus on education through our highly
make you a SUPERHERO!
successful SIDS and Kids Safe Sleeping
You can join the list of super hero's for Red
campaign.
Nose Day 2006
This campaign has significantly reduced the
Coles Cares, Bi-Lo Buddies, Best & Less,
risk of SIDS over the past fifteen years.
Amcal. Flight Centre, ABC, Colorado, United
In Australia last year 1000 babies and young
children died during pregnancy, around the time Petroleum, Quix, Wella, Autopro, Toy
Kingdom, Goldmark, Sleepy's, The Warehouse,
of birth and up to six years of age.
Go-Lo, Crazy Clarks, Harvey Norman,
This figure does not include miscarriage
Domayne, Joyce Mayne, Newspower,
although it is estimated that one in every four
(Continued on page 15)
pregnancies ends this way.

CVA volunteers Sarah Robinson and Nick Mason

Attention Valley
Photographers!
One of the objectives of the Kangaroo Valley
Arts Festival is to showcase the talents of the
visual artists in Kangaroo Valley.
On Sunday June 25 at 2.30 pm KVAF will be
hosting a concert by the ANU Chamber
Orchestra in the Kangaroo Valley Hall.
We would like to incorporate a photographic
exhibition with the concert and make use of the
newly installed picture rails!
If you are a Valley photographer and wish to
submit work for consideration, please contact
Belinda Webster (tel 44 651259;
belindaw@iinet.net.au) by Friday June 16.
All photographs must be properly framed and
able to be hung.
We will take delivery of your photographs on
Saturday 24 June at 12-2 pm at the Kangaroo
Valley Hall.
If you want to submit them earlier please call
Belinda.
Elizabeth George
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More letters to the Editor

The Editor

(Continued from page 2)

An alternative view

that concert will now take place in Kangaroo
Valley Hall.
I am writing to explain the change of venue.
Early in our planning, we invited Yvonne
Kenny, Australia’s best known soprano, to
perform at our first Kangaroo Valley Arts
Festival, in April 2007.
We were thrilled when she accepted our
invitation, but that meant our finding a venue to
hold enough people to cover the cost of
bringing her to Australia (from London, where
she lives) to perform for us.
We concluded the only indoor venue of an
adequate size was the gymnasium/hall at
Glengarry, and in September last year we asked
its Director if we could use it.
He was supportive, but referred our request to
Scots in Sydney, with whom we were in
constant communication from December to
May, mainly on the issue of public liability
insurance.
In February Scots’ insurance broker told ours
that our insurance cover was acceptable, and we
were advised by Scots that the insurance issue
had been resolved.
On that basis we proceeded with our plans for a
concert at Glengarry in June.
We did not need such a large venue for the
ANU Chamber Orchestra, but wanted to test its
acoustics before finalising our program for the
Festival itself.
In mid May, Scots (Sydney) told us that,
because of insurance issues, we could not use
Glengarry for any concerts.
We have therefore moved the June concert to
Kangaroo Valley Hall.
For the Festival, we have decided to hire a
marquee capable of holding over 400 people.
The atmosphere of a marquee in a rural setting
should be much more congenial than that of a
gymnasium, but its hire will greatly add to the
cost of staging the Festival.
I do hope our local community will support us
enthusiastically, by buying tickets for the June
concert and the Festival.
Tony Barnett
Secretary
Kangaroo Valley Arts Festival Inc.

I quote from " Liberating our Environment"
A draft paper on Conservation Issues for the
Liberal party June 2000 by Peta Seaton MP.
Quote Page 20 sub para (ii) paragraph 3.
Troubled waters -'The Sydney Catchment
Authority'.
"for Example, with an obligation to provide an
annual dividend of $20 million over the next
five years there will be decisions made against
the provision of water for non-remunerative
environmental flows and a temptation to cut
corners on essential remediation.
The government has hidden the exact dividend
paid this year by SCA, in a general item in the
2000/2001 Budget papers..."
My comment : In relation to the Tallowa Dam,
I am sure that many will sense that the decision
to have been be so good as to cancel the dam
extension can be reversed extremely quickly
once the March 2007 elections are over,
assuming that the present government continues
to hold power.
Web Site :http://beta.austlii.edu.au/other/liac/
hot_topic/hottopic/2003/3/3.html
I sent you a while back a copy of the Dinosaur
Image by Jennifer Simpson.
Public servants whose career has always been
based upon the assumption that water is a
resource from which income has to be derived
and who are in fact employed by a Corporatised
authority are unlikely to want to rock the boat?
The mirror image of Tallowa is the Tasmanian
Franklin/Gordon/Lake Peddar dispute many
years ago when the Hydro Electricity
Commission had to keep itself busy the only
way it knew, the Government were on their
side.
It was a great stoush and a young and keen Dr
Bob Brown later appeared on the scene.
In 1992 we close down the Ausventure
Wilderness Association ( the first such in
Australia launched in 1971) that stemmed form
the Chakola Association (1966) and handed
over remaining funds to Bob and the Tasmanian
Wilderness Society, our work of bringing
wilderness into the public mind having been
completed.
As Clinton so rightly said :"Its the economy

MULCH, HAY and SILAGE FOR SALE
Millet Mulch from $45/large round
(equivalent to about 10 small bales)

Millet Hay $55/large round
Clover/Rye Grass Hay $10/small bale
Rye Grass Hay $55/large round
Silage $88/large round

Contact David McLeod 0418 495 575
Delivery can be arranged
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stupid !
"In this case the taxpayers money being utilised
to keep the government in the manner to which
it likes to be accustomed ? i.e. in power.
HOW ?
The SCA dismissed a number of specialised
staff in 2000 and later so I have been informed
employed some 'spin doctors'.
These did a poor job and also made a bad plan
of action for the Tallowa 'coup' and if I was the
Minister I would have hung, drawn and
quartered them, or more tidily sacked the lot !
Sorry for all the waffle but we have been there
and seen all this before.
And right now up here the same again Premier
Beattie will dam the Mary River ValleyHuge ! 900 properties to go and all the usual
arguments.
Warwick Deacock
The Editor
Privacy and comments on DAs
When local landowners lodge a development
application - to build a dwelling, to change the
use of a building, to put in a swimming pool or
whatever - it is legitimate for other citizens to
inspect the documents and raise objections to
what is proposed.
Indeed, Council invites and welcomes comment
on such matters, and has instituted an on-line
system for tracking DAs to which anyone with
a computer and a modem has access.
It has recently been decided, however, that the
names and addresses of those who comment on
DAs be published.
This nod to transparency is likely to discourage
some people who would otherwise wish to
make adverse comment on proposed
developments in the community.
The Privacy Commissioner has been asked to
advise on the legality of this course and it may
be that Council will eventually be required to
change its decision.
In the meantime, the Kangaroo Valley
Community Association is more than happy to
assist would-be objectors.
We routinely comment on DAs, and if we
detect breaches of the Local Environmental
Plan, the Development Control Plan for the
village, or other relevant planning documents,
or if proposals seem to us contrary to the public
interest, we may suggest that the granting of
consent be subject to certain conditions or
perhaps denied altogether.
We are prepared to act on behalf of resident
objectors who do not wish their names to be
published, provided of course that to do so is
not inconsistent with our constitutional
objectives.
Our postal address is PO Box 6089, Kangaroo
Valley.
Peter Wesley-Smith—President
Kangaroo Valley Community Association
Dear Editor,

Relay for life was bonding
It’s hard to think of a community event that
has generated as much positive goodwill and
participation as the recent Cancer Council
(Continued on page 15)
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Folk Festival claims the date
Friday 8 to Sunday 10 September 2006
After many weeks of deliberation and
number crunching, the Folk Festival
Committee has decided that the event is
financially viable and will definitely take
place.
It is hoped that all residents, visitors and
business owners in Kangaroo Valley will
get right behind the Festival and volunteer
to take part in the preparations.
It is hoped that those businesses not currently
involved with the Tourist Association will
reconsider this, in view of the support being
given by this group for the benefit of all
businesses.
The balance would be held to secure the event
for 2007.
The Folk Festival Committee has decided to
allocate 20% of whatever profit is generated
back into a, still to be advised, Community
Project, so it is hoped that everybody will see
the advantage of active involvement.
The balance of any profit will be held over to
secure the event for 2007.
On top of this would be the obvious lift for
local businesses during the Festival as well as
the exposure to help promote Tourism in our
Valley on an ongoing basis.
For those devotees of Folk Music, you will be
very happy with the group of top performers
that has been assembled.
They include:Chloe and Jason Roweth
Enda Kenny and Lindsay Martin
Collector
EcoBeat
Fellowship of the Strings
Jigzag
Psycho Zydeco
Wheeze and Suck Band
In addition to this, there will be many lesser
known performers, buskers, dancers, music
workshops and two folk dances.
The main Festival performances will be held on
the Showground and in the Village Hall, but
other venue owners are invited to discuss, with
the Committee, their involvement with the
Festival, as many of our performers may be
available to them.
All businesses in Kangaroo Valley will be
given first option to rent the various Food and
General Market Stalls that will be set up at the
Showground.
Rental rates for these opportunities will be

Sunday
June 11
Rock on down

discounted to members of the Kangaroo Valley
Tourist Association and for those businesses
that demonstrate an active involvement in the
preparations or in the actual event.
So, please don’t be shy.
Your Festival Needs You !
Make contact with somebody from the
Committee or those that have already been
helping and we will steer you into an
appropriate task.
Jane Richter, Peter Watson, Jannice Lunnon,
Rick Saur, Sue Northwood, Ken Novich, Andy
Gordon, Sandra Knight, Wendy Allen,
Amanda Gazzard, Kathy Turbott.
If you are having difficulty finding us, here are
a few phone numbers:Jane Richter
4465 1887
Peter Watson
4465 2063

Rick Saur
4465 1727
Ken Novich
4465 2001
or Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival
P.O Box 6274
Kangaroo Valley.
or kvfolk@bigpond.com
Ken Novich …..on behalf of the Committee.
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Now’s the time to torch Fireweed
The coming winter months are the time
when Fireweed germinates and spreads
voraciously throughout the Shoalhaven.
Shoalhaven City Council advises that all
property owners and managers should
check their properties and pastures once
the cooler weather starts.

before the plants have
flowered will break the
seeding cycle that can still
continue even when the
plants with flowers are
sprayed.”
Council’s Noxious Weeds
Inspectors will soon begin
Noxious Weeds Officer for Shoalhaven City,
property inspections to
Ian Borrowdale said: “A close inspection of the detect the presence of
pasture will reveal any Fireweed plants
Fireweed and to advise
germinating during this period.
property owners on the
It is important to detect the early presence of
best methods of control
Fireweed and begin spraying programs early.
for this weed.
“The benefit will be financial as half the
Recent changes to the
The notorious and noxious Fireweed
recommended rate of chemical can be used on Noxious Weeds Act have
immature plants (be sure to check the chemical seen Fireweed reclassified as a Class 4 weed.
Industries internet site.
label for full information) and spraying early
The complete noxious weeds list for
This change means that Shoalhaven City
Shoalhaven City Council and all Class 4
Council has developed and published a
Weed Management Plans can be viewed
Management
Plan
for
this
weed
along
with
May I help?
shortly on Shoalhaven City Council’s internet
many other weeds in the Class 4 category.
site or inspected at Council’s Administrative
The control requirements for Fireweed will
differ little from the old Category 2 requirement Offices at Bridge Road, Nowra and in
to continuously suppress and destroy Fireweed Deering St, Ulladulla.
More information on the control of
in Kangaroo Valley and in Southern
Shoalhaven. Some changes have been made to Fireweed, Council’s property inspection
program or to report an infestation of
allow property owners to manage Fireweed in
Fireweed sighted in Kangaroo Valley or in
other areas of the City where it is more
Southern Shoalhaven, please contact
prevalent.
Council’s Noxious Weeds Unit (02) 4429
The amended Noxious Weeds Act can be
3832 during office hours.
viewed
on
the
NSW
Department
of
Primary
As your Federal member, it is my role to
facilitate and assist you and your family
how Shoalhaven City Council deals with
with any concerns you might have.
weeds that are now classified by their
My office is located at 24 Berry Street,
threat to the environment and to rural or
Nowra and is open from 8 am to 6 pm
Monday to Friday or you can contact me on
other industries.
Recent changes to the Noxious Weeds
4423 1782 or toll free on 1300 301 790
Shoalhaven City Council Mayor Councillor
Greg Watson welcomed the changes to the Act.
Act
have
meant
there
are
now
89
weeds
I regularly visit Kangaroo Valley
“For far too long we have been fighting a long
declared noxious in Shoalhaven City.
and am more than happy to call or visit
battle with a number of weeds in our rural
The
State
Government
has
amended
the
you if you cannot get to my office.
areas, including Fireweed, Giant Parramatta
Noxious
Weeds
Act
reclassifying
noxious
Joanna Gash MP
Grass, Lantana and Blackberry bush,” Clr
weeds and placing more importance on
Federal Member for Gilmore
Watson said.
“The new provisions ensure that Council has
the powers to work with the community and
with farmers to eradicate or ensure that some
noxious weeds are not established in the
Shoalhaven City”.
“This can only mean a long battle, but in the
end it will be worthwhile for the city’s fantastic
and fragile environment, the community
amenity, and for the rural producers who rely
on weed free areas to produce.”
Noxious weeds are now classed according to
their threat to the environment, the community
and threat to the livelihood of rural producers.
Previously the weeds were classified on how
people were to control the weeds.
This change has meant that the number of
weeds declared noxious has risen from 45 to
89.
For some weeds the noxious declaration is now
based on threat to the city and not whether they
are present, for instance, Alligator weed is not
present in the Shoalhaven, but is declared
noxious.
So Council is obliged to ensure that any growth
of this weed must be eradicated and the land

Noxious weeds on the rise
in Shoalhaven

(Continued on page 30)
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Meet the new girl in town
WHAT AND WHERE IS ‘T.S.K.’?
Have you noticed the new shop in the
Valley?
Called T.S.K.and displaying a lovely butterfly
emblem, it is situated in the former premises of
‘Elspeth’ at the southern approach to the
Village.
The charming proprietor has really done her
homework for the stock reflects an appreciation
of a casual and comfortable range of clothes, so
appropriate for our way of life here.
However there is plenty of flare and variety to
please the most discerning customers. …and
you will be delighted with the price tags.
Sally Buchan is a young mother who lives at
Camberwarra with her husband and daughter.
A former hairdresser with an interest in fashion
and people, she has a sparkling personality and
a keen eye for colour… and what goes with
what.
This is a really big help when special outfits are
needed and advice on matching bags and belts
even jewellery and scarves are so welcome and
reassuring.
The range at present consists of the brand

names ‘Red Berry’, ‘C.K.M’, and
‘Refuge’, and is mid-season, with
lovely tops, pants, sportswear, jackets,
mid- length coats and some jumpers.
Especially practical are stylish
cardigans in modern colours and just
right for the approaching colder
months.
Sally is planning to increase her
winter stock over the next few weeks
to cater for this season and we can
look forward to even more cuddly
garments to choose from.
Party wear is not forgotten, you will
love the after five wear, and pretty
tops, again in fashion right colours
and there are numerous temptations to
invest in a very classy handbag.
Browsing is encouraged and there is a
room for trying on something that
takes your eye.
The shop is inviting and Sally’s welcome is like
a breath of fresh air when you need a pick–meup, in the way of retail therapy.
Pay her a visit next time you are in town, the

School remembers the ANZACS
The children of Kangaroo Valley Primary not only
participated in the Community ANZAC service they
held one of their own when school resumed after the
holidays.
These children, guided by their caring headmaster and
teachers, really understand the message of ANZAC,
and it was a rewarding experience to be present at this
ceremony.
Once again we listened to the poignant song ‘’Lest we
Forget’’, made more emotional by the sweetness of
young voices.
Thankyou to everyone for your efforts and caring.
Each student received a commemorative gold coin
from the ANZAC committee, as a remembrance of
ANZAC DAY 2006.
Pictured right one of the creative and thoughtful
presentations of the ANZAC story. Joan Bray

HMAS ALBATROSS
EAST TIMOR COMMITMENT
Forty-nine members from the 817 and 816
Squadrons from the Nowra base have been
sent to East Timor as part of Australia’s
1800-strong commitment of Australian
Defence Force personnel to bring security,
peace and confidence to East Timor.
“We wish all the HMAS Albatross personnel a
successful mission and a safe return,” Mrs Gash
(Member for Gilmore) said.
“Operation Astute is about bringing peace and
security to one of our closest neighbours.
“East Timor is a new country and one, we as a
nation, have already committed heavily to, this
latest action further underlines our commitment
to East Timor, its people, its security and the
security of the region.”
Two Sea King helicopters and 35 personnel
from 817 Squadron had embarked and 14 crew
and one 816 Squadron Sea Hawk had been
deployed.

shop is open, Monday, Thursday, Friday, and
the weekend, from 10 am until 4 pm.
Available credit facilities are with Visa,
Mastercard, Bankcard and Eftpos.
Enjoy the experience.
Joan Bray
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Historical Society Community Corner

The meeting was chaired by the new
President, Garth Chittick, and was well
We are pleased to report that Shoalhaven City
attended.
Council has approved the renewal of Lions’
We are delighted with the steady progress
licence to operate the swimming pool for a
in erecting the Machinery sheds…well
further two seasons.
Unfortunately, in order to secure that approval, done and thankyou to the ‘constant
Lions felt it necessary to accept a substantially builders’…all volunteers.
Swimming Pool

V.I.E.W. Club chat

A smaller group of members last month as quite
a few ladies are away on holidays or doing
‘duty’ on the ‘Grandmother front’.
Our guest speaker was Karen Richardson from
VIEW, who spoke enthusiastically about
‘LEARNING FOR LIFE’.
Speaking
of
VOLUNTEERS,
reduced management fee from Council.
we are always ready to welcome new residents This wonderful initiative makes us all very
If Lions are not to suffer a financial loss, we
proud that our Club can be involved
shall need good weather, and continued strong to the Valley and offer them the chance to be
and our financial commitment offer assistance
involved at the Pioneer Park.
support from the community, during the next
to a primary school child in the Shoalhaven.
During the WINTER months the Park and
two seasons.
The ‘social’ programme is well under way …a
‘Talking
Museum’
is
open
from
11
am
to
3
pm
Lions are very grateful to the community
visit to the Bhuddist Temple in May was an
on Monday, Friday ,Saturday and Sunday.
representatives who wrote to Council
supporting our continued operation of the pool. A willing band of local volunteers takes care of interesting experienceand we eagerly await the
guided tour of the Lady Denham Complex at
the office, entry sales, and any information
Bushells Community Cash
Huskinson on June 20th.
requested by keen bushwalkers.
If we collect enough tokens from Bushells and
The two easy walking tracks at the western end Thankyou to Margaret who so ably chaired the
Lan Choo tea packets, Lions can apply for a
of the Park are delightful and very popular with meeting in Carole’s absence.
grant for a community purpose.
We are a small and very inclusive Club in
tourists.
To date we have received very few.
KangarooValley…our men come to most of our
The beautiful stained glass window in the
Please hand in at Kangaroo Valley Post Office
Memorial room is greatly admired by visitors, ‘outings’ and we are dedicated to friendship and
all the tokens you have collected, no later than
fun.
and many come to discover more about the
Friday 23 June.
early settlers and their own past family history. New members are welcome, so if you are
Care South
interested to learn more and would like to come
The records are available to be studied, the
to a monthly luncheon at the ‘Source’, please
Andrew Munro (CEO of Care South) and Clare historic photographs to be
Wilson (Coordinator, Aunties & Uncles) were copied if you have a digital camera, and we are telephone Carole 4465151 or Margaret…
44651946.
our guest speakers at Lions’ May dinner.
always pleased when extra information is
Care South is an organization, based in Nowra, added to enhance our knowledge of the
devoted to the support of children and families previous generations and how they lived.
on the south coast of NSW.
If you are reading this and think you would like
The Aunties and Uncles program provides
to help out with the Volunteer Roster….even 3volunteer carers to help disadvantaged children 4 hrs a month would be most appreciated,
Shoalhaven Family, Local and Cultural
and enable them to remain with their families.
please ‘phone Elaine Apperley…44652026.
It can involve as little as one visit a month, but She would be delighted to hear from you.
History Fair is on again, bigger and
carers usually choose to maintain more regular
Joan Bray better than ever!
contact with “their” child.
The doors of the Nowra School of Arts
The program is clearly very worthwhile, and its
Sports groups and community
open on Friday, June 16, and again on
results often very satisfying for the carers.
associations are invited to submit Saturday, June 17, to a hall full of
Anyone who thinks they might be interested in
news of their activities and events exhibitions of local history of all kinds.
volunteering for the program should contact
to the Kangaroo Valley Voice for Museums, Family History Societies, Special
Clare Wilson on 4423 6833 for further
Interest Groups, Historians and Researchers
publication
information
Tony Barnett
from Kiama through to Milton and Ulladulla, as
email to kvvoice@shoal.net.au
well as representatives from the Society of
Australian Genealogists, Victorian Public
Records Office and Nepean Family History will
PETA SEATON, M.P.
be there to help and advise enquirers, whether
they be deeply serious or, at this stage, just
casually interested!
Booksellers and Transcription Agents will also
MEMBER
be present with further resources to assist the
FOR
researcher.
SOUTHERN
A great programme of speakers has been
HIGHLANDS
arranged, three on each day of the Fair,
presenting topics as diverse as ‘Resources of
the Kiama Family History Centre’, ‘People and
Places –the future of History’ and ‘The
Religious Views of Alexander Berry’.

Shoalhaven’s third annual
History Fair

CAN I HELP YOU?

With any State issue including:
Schools, law and order, health, environment.
Contact my office on
Tel: 4861 3623 Fax: 4861 3546

Peta Seaton, MP
Member
for Southern Highlands

The Fair will be open from 10 am to 4 pm each
day.
Free entry to the Fair, Lectures by donation and
there is wheel chair access to the Nowra School
of Arts.

Contact phone (02) 4421 6055 or view
the web page
www.shoalhaven.net.au/historyfair
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2006 Concert to launch 2007 Festival
As a lead-up to the 3-day arts festival
planned for April 2007 and known as
Arts in the Valley, KVAF has organized
a concert of chamber music for Sunday
afternoon, 25 June at 2:30 pm in the
village hall in the beautiful Kangaroo
Valley.
It is believed to the first time in its history that
Kangaroo Valley will be hosting an orchestral
concert.

The committee feels fortunate that they have
been able to secure a performance by the
Australian National University Chamber
Orchestra (ANUCO), an acclaimed orchestra
based in Canberra consisting of around 22
players.
The concert will feature:
!the world premiere of a new work Concertino
written by David Pereira especially for this
orchestra, with solo cellist Patrick Suthers
!the hauntingly beautiful Tabula
Rasa by Estonian composer Arvo
Pärt
!the popular Introduction &
Allegro for String Quartet &
String Orchestra by Edward
Elgar.
The concert will be conducted by
the ANU's own Max McBride, a
celebrated Australian musician
who is also one of the country's
most respected double bass
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players.
He has
conducted
with most
of the
professional
orchestras
in Australia,
including
the
Australian
Chamber
Orchestra,
Sydney
Symphony
Orchestra,
Queensland
and
Adelaide
Symphony
Orchestras as well as the Victoria State
Orchestra.
Since 1994 he has also been lecturing in
conducting at the Canberra School of Music,
(Continued on page 30)

endeavour along with organisations involved in
promoting the community through events and
tourism and environment and landcare.
The awards are sponsored by Prime Television, Nomination forms are available at all
“REGIONAL achievers” could have the
chance at winning attractive prizes including Commonwealth Bank, Department of State And Commonwealth Bank branches and other
Regional Development, Department of Lands, sponsors, coupons are in the Valley Voice or by
great television exposure thanks to Prime
Kleenheat Gas, Integral Energy, The Land
Television, cash prizes and of course
phoning the local awards office on
Newspaper, Rex Airlines and the Local
magnificent trophies for all the winners
02 9899 7251.
Government Association of NSW.
thanks to the Commonwealth Bank.
The Regional Achievement and Community
The Regional Achievement and Community
Nominations Close 11th August 2006
Awards encourage, acknowledge and reward
Awards will be calling for nominations in 5
valuable contributions and outstanding
categories:
For further information, please contact
achievements of individuals, networks and
Business Enterprise
Teesha Straney at the Local Awards Office
groups in regional and rural areas.
Events and Tourism
on (02) 9899 7251 or email
The focus of the awards will be industry
Regional Service
teesha@awardsaustralia.com
groups, businesses and individuals who work
Environment and Landcare
See advertisement page 17
tirelessly in developing their chosen fields of
Community of the Year

Recognising Regional achievers

Reflections of Ian McLean - Home Handyman
Seven years ago I introduced myself to the readers of Kangaroo Valley Voice, as Ian McLean - Home Handyman. It was my
sea-change, and I was asking readers to be a part of my adventure. So thank you to those many folk who have since invited me into
your homes and entrusted me with your property. Though a ‘jack-of-all-trades and master-of-none‘, I am amazed at the scope of
work that I have undertaken over that period and as a corollary, the amount of confidence people have placed in my skills and
industry. For the uninitiated, what follows is a sample of how I have been spending my time. There has been:
Painting & paint preparation Gate & door-making Doorways, door-installation/adjustment Post & fencing
Guttering,
drainage & rural water-reticulation Metal & polycarbonate roof-sheeting Pergola & deck-building Wall-fittings, light-fittings &
hangings Cupboards, shelving, furniture-making Curtains & blinds installation
Smoke detector installation (battery-operated)
Panelling, lining & plaster-boarding Fascias & barge-boarding
Demolition & rubbish removal (self-tipping trailer) Foundations, concreting & bricking Lock & hardware fitting
Balustrades, railings, steps & stairs Enclosures of various kinds
Weather-sealing Insect-screening Exterior cladding Gutter-cleaning
Room remodelling Pergola & deck-building Clothesline installation
Skylight installation Roof-tiling repairs Retaining walls Glazing
Paving, gravelling & turfing

Joinery, framing, trellis-fitting

Furniture/gazebo assembly

Flooring & floor-finishing

Tiling

Shadecloth fixing

Perhaps from my sample you will spy something at your place that needs fixing,
or be re-minded of some intended improvement, that I may be able to attend to.
Please feel free to call me on 4464 3267 or Mobile 0427 643 267.
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Council supports Youth Festival
Kangaroo Valley youth will be jumping
around on Saturday 11 June – it’s the
Rock Wallaby Youth Festival.
Offering Circus WOW, a band contest,
talent quest, dance workshops, Koori and
graffiti art, African drumming, Bollywood
dance, belly dance, the festival – supported
by Shoalhaven City Council – promises
attractions for the child in everyone,
especially those people aged two to 25
years for the day long festival in Kangaroo
Valley’s historic 99-year-old community
hall.

range of activities. “We want it to be accessible
for all people. Best of all, it’s affordable family
fun,” Karen said.
For younger children there will be craft, henna
tattooing, face painting and a free jumping
castle. There will also be performances by all of
the dancers and musicians. Circus WOW will
provide roving performances showing their
skills in hula-hoop, human pyramid, tumbling,
mini-tramp and stilt walking.
At 1 pm there’s a Talent Quest for under 12year-olds followed by The Battle of the Bands
at 2 pm where up to eight bands with members
aged from 12 to 25 years will battle for the
chance to win a professional recording session
at Main Street Studios and other prizes.
Prior to the festival, the Winter Dance 06 will
be held in the Kangaroo Valley Community
Hall on Saturday, 10 June, from 7.30 pm in the
Kangaroo Valley Community Hall.
The dance will feature local musicians, The
Wedding Ringleaders.
“Josh Gorman and The Wedding Ringleaders

Shoalhaven City Council Mayor Councillor
Greg Watson commended the festival
organisers and welcomed the event. “It’s
always great to see the wealth of talent among
the youth of the Shoalhaven,” Clr Watson said.
“This is the first year Council has supported
this event and I look forward to helping the
festival become an established part of
Shoalhaven’s youth entertainment scene in
years to come.”
Festival Organiser Karen Harrison said the
festival, which begins at 10 am, was a means to
expose young people to a broad range of
performing arts and the chance to try out a
A reminder - the Winter Dance is on

Cuppa & Kids Playgroup
meet at the
Anglican Church Hall
on
Tuesdays at 10 am
For more information
call
Jane Gripper
on 44652017

Saturday June 10.
Tickets are on sale at KV News and the
Preschool.
For table bookings call Jo on 4465 2400.
If you can't make it to the dance, please support
your preschool and buy some tickets to our

got their first professional break after wowing
the crowd at our Jump on the Hump music
workshop in 2005,” said Festival Coordinator
Kerrie McLeod.
“Our emphasis is to make this a fun community
event for two to 25 year olds. We are also
liaising with all schools in the Shoalhaven and
Southern Highlands and calling for young
people to form a Youth Committee to run this
event next year with support of the Kangaroo
Valley Preschool.
The new committee can direct the 2007
festival,” said Kerrie. “It will be their skills
and creativity that makes it happen.”

Monster Raffle - $5 for a book of 3 tickets or
$10 for 7 tickets.
There are 10 great draws to choose from
with a total prize pool of $6,000 to be won.
Raffle tickets are on sale at KV News, KV
Grocery, Preschool and Rural Supplies.

A chance to enjoy something different!!!!
It's on for the whole family on Sunday
11 June.
$5 entry or $15 for a family of four includes
showbags, lucky door prizes, performing arts
workshops and performances, jumping castle

and children's craft, Talent Quest for under 12's
and The Battle of the Bands entry.
There will be some fun stalls there, too and
refreshments will be on sale.
Right here in the Valley the June long weekend!

K.V. Seniors

Fund Raising
for
Cancer Council
Biggest Morning Tea
Come & have a Cuppa
a Laugh or a Chat

11 am

June 12

K.V. Bowling Club
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The glue that binds country towns

Kangaroo Valley Branch
CWA has a fine record of assisting country
people in times of need.
Each year approximately $400,000 is given to
charity with $25,000 given this year to the
Junee Bush Fire Appeal.
It is an extremely worthwhile organization.
While older women have provided the backbone
and the consistent work ethic they do not last
forever.
CWA is need of younger women to uphold and
provide vibrancy to the organization.
In the Western Regions the younger matrons are
promoting a new view of CWA ... viz " Chicks
with Attitude"
I recently attended the Annual CWA Conference
in Narrabri with Win Palmer (Group Secretary) as
two of the 576 delegates from 295 separate CWA
branches across the State of NSW.
State President, Judy Richardson made it clear in
her remarks, that there is awareness that CWA
members are getting older and numbers are failing
and wisely reminded us that the only person that
welcomes change is a baby with a wet nappy.
In many ways CWA mirrors Society; so it must
change with the times to survive.
If member numbers continue to fall the
organization is in danger of losing its credibility
and strength as an agent for positive change in
country communities.
The President suggested that retirees moving out
of the City should be made to feel welcome as

joining CWA provides them with n solid
introduction to their new community.
Other speakers endorsed this theme;
"CWA is the glue that binds people in country
towns together" "CWA provides great support for
tree huggers" "CWA puts vibrancy in the Country"
The attendees were encouraged to be proactive in
seeking new members ignoring criticism which is
best viewed as a challenge.
It's wonderful that some traditions refuse to die.
Most people have no idea that each year CWA
gives $400,000 to charity and, on a lighter note,
24,957 scones were made and sold to help raise
those funds at the Royal Easter Show this year.
The Tea and scones image has some weight to it
still.
As a newish member of CWA I certainly learnt a

lot and got an better overall understanding of this
excellent organization and I would encourage you
to join.
I sincerely thank Kangaroo Valley for sending me
as delegate to the Narrnbri conference.
It would be nice to tell you that we were
successful in having our nomination of Parkinson's
disease as the CWA project for Medical Research
for 2007 but this was not to be; despite our
presentation registering the most applause;
Hemophilia was successful for the third year
running.
We were encouraged to put in an application for
Pd next year when the conference is to be held in
Jindabyne.
Courtney Clark
Vice President, Kangaroo Valley.

Riding on Melross
New Tourist Attraction!

* Two hour personalized trail
rides (including morning/
afternoon tea)
* Western riding lessons
* Children’s riding lessons
* Pony rides

Friendly Staff, Quality Horses, Superior Facilities
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Star struck
By Gerard Keyzer
Well, May was quite a mixed bag.
I don’t know how much luck anyone
had or if you read the Voice in time but
I got up early on the mornings of the
4th and 5th to look for the Aquarid
meteor shower.
We were very lucky in the valley as the
wind was blowing quite solidly most of that
week and the sky was pretty clear, if a bit
turbulent.
The first morning I counted about fifteen
meteors an hour from 4 am until dawn and
on the Friday I rose earlier as between this
was supposed to be the peak and counted
about seventy to ninety 3 am and dawn.
One of our friends was milking a few days
later and also noticed quite a few.
I looked up the position of the comet
Schwasmann-Wachman3 on
www.heavensabove the night before and
searched for it while gazing up for the meteors.
After about twenty minutes I gave up using
binoculars and got out a small telescope (80
mm objective lens), I found it in thirty
seconds!!
Then I could see it in the binoculars as a faint
smudge, but only because I now knew where to
look.
It is quite common for predictions of comet
brightness to turn out wrong so I try to adopt a
wait and see attitude. Anyway, I am sending the
editor an image of the comet which was taken
by a friend of mine in Albury with a very small
telescope and a web-cam adapted to the eyepiece.
It’s a good deal like the view in a medium
telescope.
The comet was within 140,000 kilometres from
the earth on 17 May, very, very close for a
comet, but it didn’t manage naked eye
brightness.
The other exciting event, on the 14th, was the

occultation of Antares by the Moon.
Clouded out, darn it.
I’m firmly of the view if it’s cloudy it should be
raining, but it didn’t even work out that way.
Thankfully, as at this writing, the valley has had
a few drops.
Well, now to next month.
This time we’ll get in early and the Moon will
also co-operate.
On June 29th we need to look into the northwest
sky about half an hour after sunset. Mercury
will be quite bright, about two hand-spans (20
degrees approx.) above the horizon. But wait,
there’s more.
Look up and to the left (east).
Both Mars and Saturn can be seen right
together next to the Beehive (M44) star cluster.
In fact you should get all three in the same field
of view in your binoculars.
The Moon is nowhere to be seen at this time of
the month so the sky will be really dark. The
other good thing is it’s not late at night or early
in the morning!
On June 15, in fact, Mars actually appears to be
right amongst the stars of the Beehive.
The designation M (44) means that the object

was number 44 in the catalogue created by
Charles Messier, an eighteenth century
gentleman astronomer who spent a great deal of
time searching for comets.
The discoverer of a comet gained great prestige
and often a cash prize or royal patronage.
Messier continually came across bright,
indistinct objects such as galaxies and nebulae
in his work and decided to map them so he
could know straight away if he was looking at
something he had seen before or a new comet.
One thing I’d like you to do is look for the
Moon on June 12th, it won’t be hard to spot as
its one day past full.
It will be sitting right in the spout of “the
Teapot” or Sagittarius.
While the Moon will outshine many of the
stars, it’s worth trying to remember the
constellation as it marks the direction of the
galactic centre and when the moon is darker
you will see a great wisp of “steam” coming
from the spout. This area can be resolved into
thousands of individual stars on a dark clear
night with any small telescope and cruising the
Milky Way is a wonderful thing to do with
binoculars.
Clear Skies

Antiquities at ADFAS

Mount Ararat (Turkey's highest mountain) lay
the kingdoms of Urartu and the Armenians.
The lecture will be presented by Miss Ruth
Pope, BA. Dip Ed.
Ruth Pope is an Arts graduate of Sydney
University and holds diplomas in Education and
Decorative Arts.
Abroad she taught in Scotland from 1950 to
1957, then from 1957 to 1980 she was an
English teacher and training adviser in Turkey
and also an archaeology assistant.
Her particular interests are the ancient and
medieval histories of the Middle East and the
role of domestic silver in English social history,
having been a collector of silver for
many years.
As a collector of silver and founding member of
the Silver Society of Australia, she has written
articles for magazines and lectured for the
Historic Houses' Trust, and to decorative arts
societies.

The next meeting of the Shoalhaven
branch of the Australian Decorative and
Fine Arts Society will be held in the
Berry School of Arts on Thursday, 8th
June, 2006, commencing at 7.30 p.m.
The subject for the lecture is:
The Antiquities of Eastern Turkey
In Eastern Turkey rise two of the great rivers of
antiquity; the Euphrates and the Tigris, once the
frontiers of the warrior Hittite kingdom and the
empires of Rome and Byzantium.
On the banks of the Euphrates luxurious trading
centres were established; marts for silks and
spices from the Orient, while on the Tigris
stood massively walled fortified outposts facing
the buffer-states of the "no-mans-land".
In the lands beyond, under the shadow of
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Kangaroo Tales
By Joan Bray

My guest his month is a charming man,
reserved outwardly but I suspect
inwardly content.
Clive Penson lives in beautiful cathedral
like bushland setting, typical of the Upper
River area of the Valley, with the bonus of
mountain springs and clear tranquil
creeks.

magnificent cedars in the later part of the
previous century, but they were beginning to
regenerate.
This delighted Clive who loved the trees and
eagerly planted more on the property.
His retired parents were regular visitors during
the week and one weekend Yvonne and Clive
arrived to find the slab house dismantled and
the timber stacked neatly, ready for the master
So restful, it is a delight to visit and a hard
builder and his able assistant to reassemble.
place to leave.
It was indeed a labour of love and a joy to
Clive spent his childhood in Huskisson and
create a home among such inspiring and serene
became a builder.
scenery.
From an early age he was keen on rural life,
They received help and advice on all livestock
liked farming and animals without the intensity matters from Bill and Pat Selby and Keith and
of a dedicated farmer, so looked for a ‘country Barbara Sharman and enjoyed the company of
retreat’.
these families and their young children.
The 200 acres owned by the Schreiber family in Clive remembers dressing up as the Easter
Upper River became available in the late
bunny and visiting their farms in a horse and
1960’s.
cart.
This land had been farmed for two generations The surprised look on the faces of the campers
of that family
by the River was as much fun as the cries of
and operated as a dairy farm.
delight from the young ones when the gift
The Schreibers had a large family of nine
bearing rabbit arrived at their gates.
children who attended the Upper River School Fun, laughter and adventure has always been
for their early education but their secondary
part of the Penson’s life.
studies were another matter and dairying was
They set out in an old utility for the Opal
not a sustaining income.
Fields, for a different sort of honeymoon and in
They decided to move to Nowra.
1990, after completing the construction of their
Clive and his wife Yvonne were delighted with own boat, circumnavigated the continent.
their mountain hide-away and spent most
This holiday is remembered with great pleasure,
weekends there during the next twenty years.
especially for the many new friends they made
The previous owners had lived in a basic slab
from fellow travellers.
house with an iron roof, but when the Pensons Rather like a caravanning safari on water.
took possession, the roof had been removed.
In 1992, Clive and Yvonne settled permanently
Not deterred by this slight inconvenience, they at Upper River and devoted time and energy to
set up home very cosily in the abandoned
the Community.
dairy….now Clive’s well equipped workshop. Yvonne was a social free spirit and will be
The mountain side land had been stripped of the remembered for the willing help she gave to the
CWA and the Kangaroo Valley
Show.

Time for another tipple!

It’s that time of year when we are
treated to the delights of the wonderful
wines grown in the Shoalhaven and once
again we are hoping that ‘Yarrawa’
Estate is up there with the Awards at the
Shoalhaven Wine festival
The official opening at Coolangatta Estate,
Shoalhaven Heads is scheduled for on June 2
with Celebrity guest Simon Marnie.
Yarrawa Estate in Scotts Rd Upper River
Kangaroo Valley will be hosts to visitors for
Cellar Door Tasting and Sales from Saturday
June 10 to Monday June 12, between the hours
of 10 am and 5 pm.
Besides the pleasure of wine tasting there will
be informative and entertaining farm tours
featuring extensive and diverse crops such as
grapes, macadamia, pecan, walnut, citrus,
cumquat, kiwi fruit, and Japanese raisin trees.
Enjoy a tantalising gourmet hamburger ...$10...
or antipasto goodies with a complimentary
glass of wine, while soaking up the idyllic
scenery and serenity of the surrounding valley.

BOOKINGS ESSENTIAL
for Saturday, Sunday and Monday
phone. 02-44651165

The lure of the sea—Clive’s Lorelei
Sadly she passed away, two years ago and is
greatly missed by all who knew and loved her.
Clive enjoyed devoting his time to fine
furniture making with the beautiful cedar and
has created many lovely pieces.
His interest extended to wood carving too, but
he left the painting and craft expertise to
Yvonne.
Clive’s love for the Valley and desire to see it
preserved as much as possible in it’s original
state is of great importance to him and he
intends to continue to enjoy his mountain
retreat in between a few sailing holidays.
We wish him and Andrea well for their future
together.

Kangaroo Valley
Supermarket
4465 1512
Hello and welcome to the Valley!
We have the one-stop-shop for all your
everyday and weekend needs
Groceries
Specialty breads
Delicatessen
Frozen foods
Fresh fruit and vegetables DVD hire
Chemist lines
Video hire

Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley
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Who says we are the leading agent in Kangaroo Valley?
You will have noticed our advertising in this regard, and we were recently asked to prove the fact.
Justifiably so I guess, as any agent can profess to be the leading agent in an area – some of them
advertising “sold” properties over and over again to make it look like they have sold heaps … even
if some were sold years ago!
In our case, its easy to justify – of the 15 sales that have exchanged contracts in Kangaroo Valley
so far this year, we have sold 10, with 3 being sold by out of town agents. We have information on
hand of all sales in Kangaroo Valley (via the internet) and are happy pass this on to anyone
interested.
What makes us so successful? By being totally focused on Kangaroo Valley and providing a prompt, efficient and
knowledgeable service to prospective purchasers and making sure they feel important! (… and they love our website!); having
full time sales staff in our office seven days a week; being the best negotiators you can get – we stretch ourselves past the
comfort zone to make sure we get the best possible price for our Vendors! having vast experience in the industry – Lindy has
been involved in Real Estate in Kangaroo Valley for over seventeen years and other staff have been here for over ten years – we
know the history of particular properties, comparable recent sales, capital gain over time, etc, so when we are talking with
prospective purchasers we can speak with authority – this builds trust between purchaser and agent; and last but definitely not
least making sure we act with the highest moral and ethical standards.
Compare us to others! I would encourage anyone thinking of listing their property to compare agents. Sales don’t come easily
at the moment, even though the market has picked up. If an agent is selling more, it means their strategies are more likely to
ensure a higher yield for you – so you are the winner! A less active agent can cost an owner tens of thousands of dollars in
their final yield.
Some things to consider when choosing an agent are –
a)

What is the agent’s sales record? Ask an agent for a written list of their sales in the past 3 months – and then confirm them
(or check out sales on the internet)

b)

Ask one of the local registered valuers for a referral – local valuers are constantly in touch with local agents andknow
exactly what has sold, how much for, and through which agent. This will easily lead you to the most successful agent

c)

Ask an agent where they advertise, and ask for copies of recent advertisements – it is important to choose an agent that
advertises where the buyers are. In the Kangaroo Valley market, where buyers are often from Sydney, this is not
necessarily just the local pressl.

d)

Check the agent is licensed on www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au and go to “licence check”. It is unlawful for any person to either
list a property or to show it to prospective purchasers if they are not in possession of a licence or certificate of registration.

e)

Look for the agent with the most local knowledge – this is most important to prospective purchasers!

f)

Check out the real estate websites – realestate.com.au and domain.com.au for Kangaroo Valley. Who stands out in a
crowd?

g)

Check the agent is a member of Real Estate Institute, which is an indication they are prepared to be accountable ethically.

h)

Remember – agents often promise the world to get a listing – high prices, low commissions, Sydney advertising.
The trick is to work out whether they can deliver on those promises.

Holiday Rentals

Women in Real Estate
Research from Roy Morgan conducted late last year shows that
women are certainly very active in the real estate market. They
are the instigators or investigators of all major purchases. Women
dominate the purchase of established houses and units. Younger
women particularly are getting into the real estate market earlier
than males.
Wayne Johnson, the National Franchise Manager of Century 21
commented that they “actively look for women interested in real
estate as we feel they embody all the attributes that make great
real estate agents. This is certainly evidenced by the number of
successful women agents amongst our top performers nationally.”
We agree! With Lindy having been the top rural salesperson for
Elders, and with salesperson Penni Wildi so far this year having
sold several times the number of properties in Kangaroo Valley
compared with any other agent, we’ve got it covered!.

Over the last couple of years, holiday rentals in
Kangaroo Valley have increased markedly – a
case of growing the market - Even though many
more properties are now available for holiday
rental (93 on OZSTAYS at last count) we have
more people than ever renting our holiday
accommodation, with many people returning
several times. We are in the process of
increasing our service in this regard to make
sure this aspect of our business achieves the highest
level of service and success.

Rental Properties Required
We currently have several quality tenants looking to
permanently rent homes in Kangaroo Valley. If you
have been thinking of renting your house, please give
Melanie a call on 44651404.

…… Kangaroo Valley’s leading agent!
www.kvre.com.au

165 Main Road

Ph 44651404
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The Church of the Good Shepherd sufficient, today’s devotion is especially for
you.
Kangaroo Valley

John Donne wrote: “No man is an island” – so
let’s stop acting like one.
“Connecting People with Jesus”
To make life work the way God intended it to,
“Take delight in honouring each other.”
we must learn how to lean on others yet know
Romans 12:10 TLB
We tend to forget about others – until we need how to lend them our support; be generous
enough to give yet always be humble enough to
them!
receive; be honest enough to confess our faults
And we do.
yet always be willing to forgive others.
Take away one link and the chain breaks.
Are you getting the idea?
Take away one player from the team and the
Love and acceptance are not optional.
game is lost.
Neither is tolerance or understanding or
Even a tiny screw, if it falls out of your
patience – you know - all those things you need
carburettor, can bring the whole car to a
from others when your humanity crowds out
screeching halt.
your divinity.
What’s the point?
God’s Word says, “Take delight in honouring
Simply this – we need each other!
each other … Be patient in trouble, and
If you’re self-seeking, self-centred and selfprayerful always.
When God’s children are in need, you be the
Relay for life
one to help them out” (Ro 12:10-13 TLB).
“Why should I do that?” you ask.
(Continued from page 4)
Because each one of us is worth it even when
'Relay For Life'. and we all owe the local
we don’t act like if, or feel like it, or deserve it.
Committee, including Michele Scamps and
Furthermore, since none of us is a whole,
John Sharp and their dedicated volunteer
independent, super-capable, all-powerful-hotcommittee colleagues
shot, let’s quit acting like we are.
our grateful appreciation.
The atmosphere at Eridge Park was fantastic, Life’s hard enough without playing that silly
with hundreds of people enjoying the chance game!
Reprinted with permission. “The Word for
to share an objective - to beat cancer.
Today is published by UCB Australia. A free
A spectrum of emotions was expressed,
introductory copy of the devotional may be
including remembrance of loved ones lost to
cancer, celebration of their lives, and the hope obtained from UCB Australia, freecall 1800 00
that by getting together and raising money for 777 0”.
Annual
more research we have the prospect of
Wollongong Regional Men’s Day
beating this disease which has claimed too
Is to be held on Saturday, 10th June at Yallah
many Australians.
Participating in the Relay for Life will be one Roadhouse (formerly the Woolshed).
Kel Willis will be the speaker, on the topic of
of those lifetime memories cherished by
“Being Christ’s Man – A Man of Integrity and
people who walked and dug deep.
Purpose”.
It’s an experience that people are already
Cost is $40 which includes the Woolshed’s
saying was deeply emotional and life
baked dinner.
affirming.
Registration forms are available from the
Cancer touches everyone - whether as a
church.
survivor, someone engaged in the battle, a
SECET Supporter’s Dinner
carer, or a friend or relative left behind.
Congratulations to the local Relay for Life
Committee and their vision, and our best
wishes to those medicos and scientists on
whom we rely to find more answers with the
money raised, and give us all fresh hope.
Yours sincerely
Peta Seaton
Member for Southern Highlands

Red nose day appeal
(Continued from page 3)

Creativity for Kids, Piper Alderman, Deloitte,
Red Spot Car Rentals, and Oz Jet Boating and
Radio WSFM.
So come on! Support Red Nose Day 2006 and
with your help SIDs can achieve theirr
admirable goals.

24 Hour Bereavement Support Line
Rozelle Hospital Campus
Camperdown NSW 1450
Facsimile 02 9818 4555 1800 651 186
Balmain Road, Rozelle NSW 2039
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Human interest stories,
news and happenings
from our Kangaroo
Valley churches
Compiled by Linda Chittick
Saturday, 24th June 6.30 pm for 7.00 pm.
Nowra Baptist Church, Old Southern Road,
Nowra. Margaret Barton has tickets, $20 per
head.
The dinner is a highlight of the year when
Christians from right across God’s family get
together to hear the latest from the classrooms
and celebrate the great things God is doing
there.

“Scrapping with Soul”
Saturday 17th June 12 noon to 10 pm.
Nowra Baptist Church, Old Southern Road,
Nowra. Phone Amy Davey on 4423 5390.
The scrap-bookers had a great time at their first
meeting on 1st April.
Come along and experience the hobby and the
craft.

Matt Brown MP

will be visiting you in Kangaroo Valley
on Monday 5 June.
Please make an appointment on
42321082 or see Matt
Pioneer Motel verandah opposite Pub,
between 10.45 - 11.15 am.
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KangarooValley
Garden
Group

Elke’s Garden Tour
Feeling very privileged, the Garden Group was
invited to Elke Eckardt’s garden for a morning
tour.
The morning tea table was colourfully arranged
in a sylvan setting, but we resisted temptation
and first explored the spring fed swimming pool
and then the vegetable and fruit garden.
This was a delight, with surprising aspects at
every bend and corner.
We admired the artichoke ‘bed’; wished we
could relax in the heated outdoor bath, which
Elke fills with scented herbs from the nearby
patch; some of us loved the chicken coop with
an escape hatch into the surrounding forests,
but we all appreciated the richness of the soil
(built up from the original sandy earth) and the
amazing growth Elke has achieved in her
plants.
After a delicious morning tea, always more

tasty for being eaten outdoors, we meandered
through her fairy garden.
This has been created for her grandchildren but
was loved by us all: through a magic gate there
is a path that wanders through the forest and is
lined with fairies, elves and lanterns.
A swing from a tree branch is covered in
flowers and there is a rickety troll bridge over
what would normally be a flowing stream.

A wonderful morning was had by all: not only
did we learn more about gardening but we
experienced the generosity and warmth of a
wonderful gardener, whose green thumb can be
seen in every aspect of her cultivation.
Thank you Elke for the chance to enjoy the
fruits of your labours, we have voted you an
honorary Garden Group member.
Lee Sharam

Top of the Stack—an editorial blog
This issue marks the beginning of a new
column in the Valley Voice.
‘Top of the Stack’ will deal with a variety
of issues which are relevant to the writer at
a particular point in time.
A blog of information, spat out in no particular
order.
Some of it will be random, some useless, but
hopefully all interesting.
This month, we begin with what I am doing in
my garden…

The benefits
of mulching your garden

The application of a good layer of mulch has
many benefits that include water saving (the
moisture retention of soil is increased), less
weeding, and a decrease in soil run off after
heavy rain.
Mulching is also an easy way of adding
nutrients to your soil; this increase in broken
down organic matter over time will actively
encourage your earthworm population.
Finally, mulching can alter the microclimate of
your garden by keeping the soil and plants
several degrees warmer and slowing the rapid
temperature variations which occur over winter.
So get ready for winter and start mulching
today!

Did you know that the onset of winter is the
perfect time to mulch your garden?

Alison Lamond

Valley Tourist attractions and activities
Cellar Door tastings
by appointment
Yarrawa Estate
44 651 165

Canoeing
Kayaking Hire
Kangaroo Valley
Safaris
44 651 502

The Man from
Kangaroo Valley
Horse riding
44 651 912
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A key issue for KV relates to how far down
Lake Yarrunga is pumped. Of all the
scenarios DNR looked at, the one that
produced the additional 30 GL of water for
Sydney, and had the least downstream
impact was to pump whenever Sydney’s
water reserves were below 80% full, to pump
Members of the Shoalhaven Community
Reference Group received a letter from Minister down only 1 metre below the top of the
Bob Debus saying the group was being revised Tallowa Dam wall and to implement the
80/20 environmental flow rule (see inset).
to include representatives from the Highlands
A discussion paper will be released about July
and the lower Shoalhaven, so representation
from KV was being cut to one! After our letters this year and will be on public exhibition for at
of objection, the Minister agreed that KV could least 8 weeks.
Our comments
have two representatives. Glyn Stones of KV
Pumping down only to minus 1 metre would
Tourist Association kindly agreed that Peter
be excellent news for our canoe operators and
Stanton and Elizabeth George could represent
users of the river.
the LYT on the new Reference Group.
Pumping when Sydney’s water reserves were
The first meeting was held on 9 May when we
down to 80% full would mean pumping more
were presented with the Government’s new
often. Shoalhaven transfers would become a
2006 Metropolitan Water Plan. This aims to:
regular part of the Sydney supply instead of a
Reduce Sydney’s consumption through further
drought relief resource.
demand management and water recycling
The proposed Environmental Flow rules will
initiatives (including some effluent reuse).
improve the flow for the lower Shoalhaven
Increase the yield from existing infrastructure,
including previously untapped deep storage.
Investigate increasing yield from Shoalhaven Environmental Release Rules
by 30 GL (gigalitres) a year – considerably
The current rule for Tallowa Dam allows any
less than the 110 GL sought in the 2004 plan. inflows to Lake Yarrunga up to 90 ML/d
Incorporate a drought emergency response –
(megalitres a day) to pass through the dam to
groundwater and desalination.
the lower Shoalhaven. This release is called a
Provide water for river health purposes –
Transparent Flow of 90 ML/day because it is
environmental flows.
allowed to pass as though the dam were
The Government is continuing with studies on
‘transparent’.
environmental flows down the Shoalhaven
Proposed Environmental Flow rules would
River, the fish passage over the dam wall, and
increase the Transparent Flow and allow a
improvement to the quality of water releases
proportion of all inflows above that to pass as
downstream, and they are still planning to
well. This proportion of higher flows is called
upgrade Bendeela and Tallowa picnic grounds. Translucent Flow, and helps to mimic the
The Department of Natural Resources (DNR) is natural flow variability of the river.
looking at lots of options:
How often to pump The current Pump Mark of
60% means SCA must pump from the
Shoalhaven when total storage (all dams) is
below 60%. New scenarios are 80% and 90%,
both of which mean pumping more often.
How far down to pump The current Minimum
Operating Level (MOL) is officially minus 5.2
metres (5.2 metres below the spillway),
although SCA have agreed to work to minus 3
metres to reduce impacts on Lake Yarrunga.
New scenarios are minus 3m to minus 1m (the
level we have been pushing for).
The proposed options are:
Environmental Flow rules for the Shoalhaven
150 ML/day (90th percentile – see below)
The current rule allows a transparent flow (see
with 10% translucent (90/10 rule), or
inset on Flow Rules) of 90 megalitres a day.
245 ML/day (80th percentile) with 20%
Any inflows above 90 ML a day (allowing for
translucent flow (80/20 rule).
up to an extra 90 ML a day for Shoalhaven
Water) can be retained and pumped to Sydney.
Proposed Environmental Flow rules would
increase the Transparent Flow to 150 ML/day
or 245 ML/day and allow a proportion of all
inflows above that to pass as well to mimic the
natural flow variability of the river.
What route the pumped water should take
The current transfer rate to Sydney is limited
by the streams used to deliver water from
Wingecarribee Reservoir. There are several
options for pipelines in the Highlands to get
around these restrictions, allowing faster
The 90th percentile flow is the daily flow that is
transfer of water from Bendeela. This would exceeded 90% of the time (over the 100 years
reduce the need for a large "air space" in Lake of modelled flow for the river), and is therefore
Yarrunga to catch the high flows.
less than the 80th percentile flow.

Report from the Lake
Yarrunga Task Force
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and reduce the volume extracted in low flow.
We can’t see any new initiatives for water
recycling in Sydney – it seems to be what
they announced in 2004! There is still no
proposal to recycle any of the 400GL a year
of waste water pumped to the ocean outfalls.
We will keep you posted.
Peter Stanton and Elizabeth George

Malcolm Turnbull visits
Kangaroo Valley
On Saturday 6 May, Joanna Gash brought the
Prime Minister’s Parliamentary Secretary,
Malcolm Turnbull to meet the LYT to hear our
side of the current water debate.
Mr Turnbull was critical of the NSW
Government’s handling of water infrastructure
over many years, and was interested to learn of
the effects this has had on Kangaroo Valley.
I’m not sure whether he was here to help our
campaign, or we were helping his—perhaps
both. On this issue our aims happily coincide.

Water restrictions started
Shoalhaven City Council announced level 1
water restrictions would be in force across the
City from Monday, 15 May 2006.
Level 1 Water Restrictions means that residents must
not:
!!!!!!!use sprinklers and unattended hoses
!!!!!!!use water on paved areas and hard
surfaces.
Residents can use the following:
!!!!!!!one hand held hose per property may be
used at any time
!!!!!!!Drip irrigation systems may only be used
if fixed to a single tap per property and
fixed with a timer only in lieu of a hand
held hose.
!!!!!!!All vehicles and boats can be washed on
grassed areas with one hand held hose.
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FRIENDS OF THE BRUSH-TAILED ROCK-WALLABY
INCORPORATED
ABN 71 795 420 274
PO BOX 6182 KANGAROO VALLEY NSW 2557
www.rockwallaby.org.au
btrw@fastrac.net.au

Newsletter - May 2006
President’s Report….
Since the last Presidents report in December 2005, the Friends have:
Held two Executive Committee meetings.
Sent a comprehensive letter to the Minister for the Environment, Mr Bob Debus, expressing our
considerable concern in regard to the then proposed raising of the Tallowa Dam wall by 5-7 metres, and
the subsequent impact upon the Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby (BTRW) colonies along the Shoalhaven and
Kangaroo Rivers and in the Ettrema Wilderness area.
Attended a meeting on site with Tony Collins and another member of the Sydney Catchment Authority, to
show them BTRW habitat, vis-à-vis the then proposed raising of the Tallowa Dam wall and the potential
impact upon the colonies.
Attended a “Thank You” morning tea held by the National Parks and Wildlife Service Highlands Area
office for the local volunteer groups.
Been in communication with the head of the Waterfall Springs Conservation Association, Inc. (WSCA)
regarding the Friends’ partial sponsorship of an enclosure at WSCA, and the progress of the captive
breeding program.
Been collecting fresh BTRW scats for proposed genetic work on the local colonies.
Participated in the 50th Anniversary of the Kangaroo River A.&H. Show, being in the Grand Parade with
other community groups, and had a new banner and placards made for this event. The Friends also had the
BTRW trailer and display at the Show for the remainder of the day.
Had discussions with the head of the NSW BTRW Recovery Team on the captive breeding program.
Members of the Recovery Team have begun to carefully and selectively take animals from the wild for the
purpose of using them for breeding more in captivity. In a few years the captively-bred animals will be
released back into the wild to boost failing colonies.
Made a visit to Healesville Sanctuary in Victoria, where they are captively breeding BTRW’s as part of the
Victorian BTRW Recovery Plan. BTRW’s are listed as Critically Endangered in Victoria. John Rowntree
and Susan Robertson met with two people who are directly involved, and were given a guided tour of the
facilities, behind the scenes. It was most interesting to find out what is taking place in Victoria to save the
BTRW from extinction there. John and Susan also visited the Grampians National Park, where a wildfire
burnt out 47% of the park last January. To date it is known that three out of the ten assessed sites for
reintroduction of the BTRW have been burnt.
Used some of the funds granted by the Southern Rivers Catchment Management Authority, for the first
stage of the program of shooting and trapping bait-shy foxes. See NPWS report.
Many thanks once again,

Susan Robertson,
President.
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NPWS News….
The Brush-tailed Rockwallaby project keeps
ticking over in the
Shoalhaven.
We are continuing our 1080
fox baiting sessions in
Kangaroo Valley and
Illaroo/Bugong and are
monitoring the influence of
the baiting on the local fox
and rock-wallaby
populations.
Over the past five years we
have had over 340 baits
taken by foxes and over 85
active bait stations.
With the funding of a
Friends/NPWS joint fox
trapping/shooting program
by the Southern Rivers Catchment
Management Authority we have
been able to address the problem
we are facing of bait-shy foxes.
Through our monitoring works it
appears that there are a
percentage of foxes in the area that
are not taking 1080 baits.
We received funding to conduct
two sessions of fox shooting and
trapping in order to address this
problem.
We have just completed the first
session of works with great
results.
A total of 33 foxes were shot in
the Kangaroo Valley and
Bugong/Illaroo areas.
The majority of land on which the
trapping/shooting was conducted
was private land with open
paddocks and areas where fox
baiting is not feasible.
A big thank you to all those
landholders who gave our
contracted professional shooter/
trapper Mark Sobierjski permission
to trap/shoot on their properties.
Comments from Mark in his final
report reveal he believes that the
1080 baiting program is working
well and he was surprised he saw
as few foxes as he did considering
the number of properties he
covered.
The next round of trapping/
shooting is planned for September
2006.
Starting July 2006 we intend to
increase our levels of baiting in
Kangaroo Valley to one session

the Green Gully property, a
haven for a number of
endangered species including
the Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby.
The 13,000-hectare property
located in the Macleay Gorges near
Armidale was gazetted by the NSW
State Government as national park
wilderness on 29 April 2005.
It is now part of the Oxley Wild
Rivers National Park, the second
largest wilderness area in the
state. Green Gully contains vast
areas of open woodland, World
Heritage listed dry rainforest and
tall old growth timberland, which
On the state-wide BTRW front, the provide essential tree hollow
first four Brush-tailed Rockshelter for many other species
wallabies to kick of the NSW BTRW including parrots, gliders, quolls,
Captive Breeding Program have
bats and possums.
been captured from the wild.
In Victoria BTRW are listed as
A total of 20 animals from across
Critically Endangered with less
the state are to be used as the
than 20 individuals believed to
basis for a captive breeding
program with the aim of releasing exist in the wild.
animals back into the wild in about The genetic make up of the
Victorian animals is different
2009.
We are currently deciding whether enough to require them to have
we can afford to donate an animal their own captive breeding
from the Shoalhaven area towards program.
This has been running for
the program to help diversify the
approximately four years.
genetic make-up of the breeding
November 2005 saw the release of
group.
We are expecting the be one of the the first two captive-bred Brushfirst recipients of animals back into tailed Rock-wallabies released into
the Shoalhaven when the program the Snowy River National Park.
is ready to begin releasing captive The two males were released into a
colony believed to contain two
bred animals into the wild.
females.
The Foundation for National
Here’s hoping this is the start of a
Parks “Green Gully” appeal
better future.
raised $1.3 million to purchase
Melinda Norton
per month instead of one session
every second month.
This means that for one week every
month there will be 1080 baits out
from Monday to Friday in most bait
stations.
Residents living within 1 km of a
bait station will continue to be
notified prior to each baiting
session.
Any landholders with inquiries
or interested in joining the fox
baiting program can contact
Melinda Norton at NPWS Fitzroy
Falls Office on 4887-8256.
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The Friendly Inn Hotel
…. the heart and soul of Kangaroo Valley

Bistro open
seven days
Lunch 12-late
Dinner 6-late
Kids under 12
Eat free on
Wednesdays
Watch the
blackboard
for details
of our live
entertainment

Friday June 2 Karaoke 8 ‘til late
State of Origin games 2 & 3
(free sausage sizzle for kids)

State of origin jumper raffle
(proceeds to KVJRL)

Plus Shane Hindman’s famous hotdog stand

Live:
World Cup Soccer
NRL games
AFL Fox Footy Channel
Rugby Tests live
All Blacks v the Springboks
French Open tennis and Wimbledon
Cricket—England v Sri Lanka

*Membership Draw Thursday night from
6 pm Current Jackpot $2500

TAB Facilities available

Fox sports -TAB
Sky Channel

Membership draw on
Thursdays Win $$$$$

Always on tap at the Members 15% discount
Friendly Inn
on lunches
We welcome and appreciate your patronage of the Friendly Inn

The Friendly Inn Hotel
…. the heart and soul of Kangaroo Valley

158 Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley
Telephone 4465 1355 Fax 4465 1440
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The sporting diet
by Rosemary Stanton
Over the years, I have worked with some of
Australia’s top sports people. By decreasing
the amount of fat and increasing healthy
carbohydrate foods athletes consume, we can
increase the length of time they can exercise
before becoming fatigued.
The most important aspect of the sporting diet
is carbohydrate – the major fuel for physical
activity. Carbohydrates are digested to glucose,
which the body can use as a direct source of
energy or convert to glycogen.
A small also amount of glycogen is stored in
the liver and is available for quick conversion
back to blood glucose if required.
Conversion of glucose to glycogen in the
muscles may take up to 24 hours, so plenty of
healthy carbohydrates are needed the day before
a big sporting event.
Regular training increases the ability to store
more glycogen in the muscles. In turn, high
glycogen stores make exercise easier and the
more you exercise, the more muscles develop.
Muscles also burn some fat for energy, and this
occurs when they are burning glycogen. It’s a
bit like a fire, with glycogen as the kindling and
fat as logs. Just as you can’t burn logs unless
you first get a fire going with kindling, so you
need to burn carbohydrate (from glycogen or
blood glucose) before you can burn fat.
Under normal living conditions, the body uses a
mixture of fat and glucose as its fuel. For short
sharp bursts of activity, the fuel mix is almost
100 per cent glycogen. For low to moderate
intensity exercise, such as walking, running or
swimming, a mixture of glycogen and fat are
used. The longer the activity proceeds, the
greater the proportion of fat in the fuel mix.
Training also increases the amount of fat used
for energy so trained endurance runners can
make their precious carbohydrate stores last
longer.
If you want to exercise, forget low carbohydrate
diets. They deplete glycogen stores and make
exercise more tiring.
A strenuous training session will deplete
muscle glycogen stores. In the 30 minutes or so
following exercise, athletes who train daily
should consume carbohydrates that can be
rapidly converted to blood glucose, so that the
extra insulin and enzymes circulating at this
time can use this fuel to form more glycogen
ready for the next day's training.
Suitable carbohydrates for rapid replenishment
of reserves include high GI products such as
sports drinks, watermelon, tropical fruits, white
bread, rice and crackers. Adding fats or
proteins will slow down the rate at which the
carbohydrate from these foods can be digested
and absorbed.
If you go out for a walk or other mild exercise,
you’re unlikely to deplete your muscle
glycogen and so do not need to look for high GI
carbohydrate foods.

Practical points
The best carbohydrates also supply other
important nutrients. Choose from fruits, breads,
cereals, pasta, rice, cracked wheat (in dishes
such as tabbouli), polenta, couscous and milk or
yoghurt (preferably low fat).
High levels of fat tend to crowd out
carbohydrates. Avoid fats by having bread with
very little or no fatty spread, accompany pasta
with a sauce based on vegetables with seafood
or lean meat rather than fatty lasagne, and
steam rice and potatoes rather than frying them.
Sugar is pure carbohydrate, but is less desirable
because it keeps poor company; with artificial
flavourings, colourings and preservatives in soft
drinks or with fat in chocolate, cakes, biscuits,
pastries, desserts and sweets.
During training, the protein, vitamins and
minerals needed are easily obtained from a
choice of healthy foods. Few people need
supplements and extra amino acids or protein
powders are a waste of money. Athletes may
perform better when they believe in extra
protein supplements, but it’s the belief that is
effective.

Pre-event meal
The food consumed on the day of an event will
not influence muscle glycogen stores much, but
will influence blood sugar and liver glycogen
levels. It’s important to keep these normal as
blood sugar controls the brain and nervous
system and affects fine coordination and
reaction times.
Features of the pre-event meal:
!Have it 2-3 hours before an event to avoid a
full stomach. Growing children will need to
eat a little closer to an event or they will feel
hungry when it begins.

! Drink some water, generally according to
thirst. Diluted fruit juice is suitable but avoid
soft drinks, cordial or full strength fruit juices
in the hour before strenuous exercise.
! Avoid fatty foods and large servings of highprotein foods. Protein also takes longer to
leave the stomach than carbohydrate.
! Eat familiar foods that you like. Avoid any
which you know give you wind.
! Avoid eating sugar or glucose in the hour
before an event as they stimulate insulin and
cause a more rapid loss of glycogen from
muscles.

During activity
Sports drinks supply glucose and fluid with the
right concentration of sodium and potassium for
rapid absorption from the stomach into the
blood. They are needed only in strenuous
activity lasting more than 2 hours.
A note on chocolate: the sugars in chocolate are
converted to glucose slowly, held back by the
high fat content, so any idea that chocolate will
provide a surge of energy is wrong. Chocolate
may give a psychological boost, but it’s a poor
source of quick energy and most of it will end
up as body fat.
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Kangaroo Valley 4465 1996
Berry
4464 2800

www.kangaroovalleyharcourts.com.au
Kangaroo Valley Harcourts proven
results recognized yet again

South Coast Accommodation
Kerry and the team at South Coast
Accommodation have been busy with
bookings for the June Long Weekend.
With three people dedicated full time to
having your property looked after,
exposure on seven web pages and with
an
extensive data base of past tenants we
achieve higher occupancy rates with less
hassles. We have the widest selection of
properties in
Kangaroo Valley and the most
experienced team, so why not give Kerry
and her team a call to see what we can
do for you.
Market Watch

Harcourts is very proud to be again
associated with the annual Rock wallaby night to help raise funds for the
pre-school. We are sponsoring the
auction on the night, to raise as
much money as possible.
Its always a fun night, so get down
there and support of local preschool.

A very busy month in May has seen
some great results in vacant land with
three small lots selling and one house on

SO

LD

Recently at the NSW Harcourts
annual awards the extraordinary
results achieved by Kangaroo Valley
Harcourts in the last 12 months was
recognized by running third in the
prestigious office of the year. Based
on sales made,
Kangaroo Valley came up against
larger Sydney offices; however the
volume of sales we achieved
throughout the year especially in the
last few months helped us into the
coveted bronze medal position.
A fantastic result for the hardworking
team at Kangaroo Valley.
Harcourts Australia CEO Mike Green
in presenting Michael O’Gorman with
the award, paid tribute to the
extraordinary results achieved, noting
the dedication to customer service of
the team at Kangaroo Valley
Another happy face with Stacey
Many of you have commented on our

Rock Wallaby Night

Work This Out!

The
seems

LD

5 acres. Inquiry remained strong
throughout the month with internet
enquiry coming from all corners of the
globe. Our virtual tours have proven very
popular with the keen buyer able to
study the property in detail before
inspecting. What we find is when they
inspect after been through the virtual
tour they are just coming down to
confirm it’s the property for them.
Superior marketing, proven negotiating
skills and recognized awarded results,
demonstrate
Harcourts Kangaroo Valley professional
abilities in achieving you the highest
possible price at all times.

SO

SO
LD

bright new face behind the scenes at
the office. It is with great fanfare we
introduce Stacey. A bright and bubbly
personality, Stacey has been a
wonderful addition to our team with
all our clients loving her energy.
Stacey is fully trained in all aspects of
Real Estate and is already achieving
some good results. If you want
someone to brighten your day come in
and say hello.

Ann purchased a house for $
160312. She wants to sell it for a
profit of exactly 12%. However, she
does not want to sell it herself. She
wants a Real Estate Agent to sell it
for her. The Agent must make a commission of exactly 5.5% (in addition
to Ann's 12% profit). How much
must the Agent sell the house for?

market still
mixed.
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KVRFS update
The brigade has been busy again this
month with six callouts as well as 10
members attending the C.A.B.A course
in Cambewarra and the Training centre
on Albatross Road, Nowra.
These members are now qualified to use
this piece of equipment when and as
required.
Qualified members for Kangaroo Valley
RFB are; David Smart-Craig Winter-Mark
Bourke-Mike Gorman-Melanie BowdernPeter Wilson-Matt Allan-John Allan
(already Qualified NSWFB)-Paul Knight
(already Qualified NSWFB) and from
Beaumont brigade Rob Hillier.
NSWFB members who are also in the RFS had
to complete a conversion course only as their
jobs in the NSWFB already have them qualified
at a standard and they use the equipment as a
daily work tool.
Kangaroo Valley also had members attend the
training who have qualified as Breathing
Apparatus Control Officers (B.A.C.O), Bill
Chittick (KV Captain)-Rick Saur.
These members officiate at an incident where
C.A.B.A is used to ensure firefighter safety and
correct procedures/practices are used.
We are still awaiting our gear that has been held
up by the suppliers, some members have some
of their items but a majority is still waiting.
We also once again assisted at the ANZAC day
parade, still having the usual Wednesday night
training session at the station as well as the
callouts.
The brigade’s first call was via the Captain for
a crew to attend the Yalwal Fire, west of
Nowra, which had been burning for some days.
A crew of four went out in Valley 1 on
Saturday 22 April for around 10 hours.
With two other crews they were tasked to
blackout hot spots and secure the fire’s
perimeter.
The fire, by the end of the shift was contained
within the perimeter and posed no threat.
The second call contained an all too common
geographical error.
At 6.57 am on Monday first of May we were
called to an “M.V.A. half way between
Kangaroo Valley and Barrengarry Mountain
Lookout”.
As soon as the first member arrived at the fire
station a call was put through to Fire Control
for a clarification on the address of the incident
as there is no Barrengarry Lookout and we were
sure that the caller meant Cambewarra
Mountain.
Fire Control called the informant of the incident
(NSW Police) and was assured that it was
Barrengarry Mountain.
Whilst waiting for crew to arrive we saw the
Kangaroo Valley Ambulance crew heading
towards Cambewarra so again asked for a
clarification on location.
Another call to Police had them say that they
were not aware of any incidents on
Cambewarra Mountain and again stated
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Barrengarry Mountain as the address.
A crew of three headed towards Barrengarry
knowing that we were going the wrong
direction but had to respond to the address
given.
At the base of Barrengarry we were called off
by Police via Fire Control and advised that the
accident was in fact an old accident from the
previous night and we were not required.
On return to the Valley we spoke to Gayle and
Scott, Ambulance Crew, who had been sent to
the correct address on Cambewarra Mountain
who were also perplexed that they were not
called out the previous night when the accident
happened and that we were sent the opposite
way.
As we were called off en route to this job it is
classified as a good intent call.
The third call came at 1.21 pm on Sunday May
7 for Kangaroo Valley to respond to bush alight
Cambewarra Mountain.
A crew of three attended in Valley 1 to a
property on Moss Vale Road where the owner
was conducting a burn off in a paddock with
another member arriving in private vehicle.
The property owner was taken by surprise by
the winds that arrived around lunch time.
The fire was well contained in an area but with
the winds gusting to around 60 kph it was
decided to stay and assist the property owner.
We put in a backburn to tie in the fire area.
We returned to station at around 3.15pm.
Beaumont was also asked to attend, after being
redirected from a fire at South Nowra that they
were on their way to.
The Captain decided that we could manage it
ourselves so Beaumont was called off, they also
were stood down from attending South Nowra.
At the time that this fire broke out another 5
fires started within the Shoalhaven district.
There were fires at South Nowra, Longreach
and three others down South around Milton and
Tommerong.
Fourth call came at 8.04 am on Thursday 11th
May to an MVA on Barrengarry Mountain
approx 12 km from Kangaroo Valley.
A crew of four in Valley 1 met up with the
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Kangaroo Valley Police and Ambulance at a
single vehicle accident where the driver lost
control on a bend, spun around and rolled over
the embankment.
The car was quite damaged but the driver was
nowhere to be seen.
A search of the immediate area was done but
with no sign of driver and with the car not a
hazard to other road users all three services left
the scene.
Later information from the police was that he
was on the way to work, managed to get out of
the car, and then received a lift to Bowral where
he attended the police station.
We returned to station at around 9.15.
The brigade’s next call was at 2.46 pm on
Friday 12th May to attend a grass fire at a
property on Jarretts Lane.
A crew of three attended in Valley 1 and
extinguished a small fire in a paddock.
Return to station at 3.20 pm.
The sixth call came at 12.57 pm to investigate
a smoke sighting in the Morton National Park
approx 2 km’s S/W of Bee Hive Point.
The best location to view is out along Tallowa
Dam Road.
So with a crew of just two we could spot the
smoke way out to the west of our location and
concluded that it was a continuation of the
National Parks Hazard reduction that had been
burning for a number of days.
We returned to station at 1.45 pm.
Craig Winter for KVVRFB

Coming soon to the Valley

Scrumpy Theatre
THE ANCESTRAL COCKATOO
~ & Friends
What a ceilidh, what a corroboree
JOHN CRICK—ECO ROCK
The wildlife of Aotearoa NZ comes to life.
Puppets and Song
Great family fare

Watch out for more details soon

SELBY’S EARTHMOVING
“Your Local
Earthmoving
Contractor”

COMPETITIVE RATES
COMPETENT OPERATORS
FREE QUOTES & FRIENDLY
ADVICE

4WD Backhoe –with augers (300 mm, 450mm, 600mm)
Bobcat with trencher and augers
Bulldozers
Excavators
Tip Truck (sand, soil & gravel supplies)
Excavator Bulldozer

Phone David or Sharon on 4465 1186 or 0428 429 398
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Computers for Wrinklies with Mr Floppy
thousand metres of altitude.
Assuming the latter case let me enlighten you.
May be something you
Wikipedia is the place you go to on the net to
are already intimately
find out what ‘it’ is, or what it was, or why is
familiar and use on a
wasn’t, or...
daily basis, or it may something that you have
See that’s clearer, isn’t it? No?
never heard of, but if you had to hazard a guess, Ok in internet lingo then.
would probably have gone for a multi-legged
Wikipedia is an on-line open content
South American insect only found above three community developed encyclopaedia, whose
pages are filled by any, and edited by many.
It is one of those great internet open projects
which, having gathered critical momentum
continues to evolve, surprise, and sow
controversy.
The amount of information contained within the
site is phenomenal.
The project started in 2001, and now contains
several million entries in over 200 languages.
The project has some key principles for
contributor, including; neutrality (different
44 651 314
views), no bias (no view singled out over
others), being notable (worth entering),
verifiability (citing of references), and factual
(not subjective).
All noble aspirations, self-policed by the
community, with disagreements resolved
44 651 660
through consensual discussion.
And, here’s the surprise bit, basically it works.
In general the older a topic is, the more rounded
and ‘correct’ the information will be.
Errors are weeded out by continuous reviewing,
facts are added, and information is cross
44 651 969
referenced.
Wikipedia has many critics.
Mostly they are concerned with the accuracy of
information.
However several independent studies have
found Wikipedia to be on a par with more
‘reputable’ encyclopaedias, and, by its nature,
often more up to date.
Although vandalism occurs continually,
motivated by strong opinions, profit or straight
out malice, most of the vandalism is detected
and removed within hours (if not minutes).
WIKIPEDIA.

Valley Guide
to eating out
Thai

Jing Jo

Mediterranean

Café Bella

Modern Australian
Source at Kangaroo

Value—service and
a good choice
it’s all here in
Kangaroo Valley.
So much to do, you wont
want to leave
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That said, there are no guarantees that
information is accurate anywhere on the
internet (or from many other sources).
Wikipedia however is proving to be an
exceptional reference site and a fine starting
point for any research project.
Both Kangaroo Valley and the Hampden
Bridge have been deemed notable enough to
make Wikipedia.
How about some local contributions to their
entries?
http://en.wikipedia.org
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kangaroo_Valley
WIRELESS BROADBAND UPDATE and
the INTERNET CAFÉ
Now those lucky centrally located valley-ites
are catered for, we are hopeful of establishing
new wireless broadband links for Wattamolla
and Mt Scanzi, but still have a lack of
committed interest.
A new Snoopa website has been set up, by
talented locals, to facilitate making an
application (http://www.snoopacommunity.
com).
No money is involved until your broadband is
up and running, but extra applications would
greatly speed the process of installing the
additional links.
Internet and computer access is now
available seven days a week behind Alfrescos
Café in town.
We are hoping this will prove a useful
additional service for both locals and
tourists.

Need access to the
Internet?
Hi
Hi-- Speed
Internet Access
Available

Excavator
New IHI 5 tonne with rubber tracks
Includes:

All buckets—Rockbreaker—Augers—Levelling blade for
Dam clearing—Landscaping—House & shed sites & footings
Rockwalls & rocks supplied

Bobcat
4 in 1 bucket - trenching
post hole boring - backhoe attachment

Tiptruck

Vibrate roller

Dozer D4

soil, gravel, rubbish removal
Caterpillar, site levelling, roads, dams, small clearing

Also 2 coat cold bitumen driveway seal with own equipment
Fully ticketed as required. Fully insured

Mobile phone number 0408 534 019 Home phone 02 44 651 172

Located with
MORF DESIGN
behind
ALFRESCO CAFÉ,
Main Road
Kangaroo Valley
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Expressions of Interest from property
developers is Wednesday 31 May 2006
and there is a planned “report back” to
members in the Clubhouse at 9.00 am
on Saturday 10 June 2006.
One other option being pursued by the
Board is an amalgamation with a
larger financially stronger club to
provide a facility in Kangaroo Valley for
its members.

The Board is determined that the
process which it is going through be
both transparent and consultative with
the members.
The final decision
NEWS FROM THE BOARD
ultimately rests with Club members
Each month, the Kangaroo Valley and not the Board.
Bowling and Recreation Club (KVBRC) APPOINTMENT OF NEW DIRECTORS
publishes a one page newsletter in the
Marty Barclay and John Rebbeck were
“Kangaroo Valley Voice” to inform
appointed as directors of the Club on
members on what’s happening at the
01 May 2006 to fill the casual
Club. By publishing the newsletter in
vacancies caused by the resignations
the Voice, it also enables the wider
of Jim Starkey and Gerard Volk.
community to be informed on KVBRC
It is also with regret that Ken Crocker
activities.
recently found it necessary to tender
MEMBERS’ MEETING
his resignation as a director due to
A special meeting was held at the pressure of work, but he has offered to
Clubhouse on Saturday 13 May 2006 continue to undertake the financial
to brief members on the current analysis of the Club’s monthly results
financial position of the Club. The for the Board. Ken’s dedication as a
meeting was well attended by 65 director of the Club has been
members and representatives from outstanding and when his resignation
Booth Partners (the Club’s auditors) was announced at the meeting on 13
and Marriott Oliver (the Club’s legal May 2006, there was a spontaneous
advisers) were present and answered round of applause of appreciation from
questions from members.
members for his efforts.
Members who attended the meeting are
MAUREEN BROWN
now fully aware of the club’s tenuous
financial position and the resolution to Maureen Brown and Dennis Farriss
issue an Invitation for Expressions of will be leaving the valley and moving to
Interest for the redevelopment of some Port Stephens within the next two
or all of the Club’s land currently months.
owned by the KVBRC was carried Maureen has advised that she will
unanimously.
continue undertaking the bookkeeping
The efforts of Derek Lucas, who function for the Club until the end of
convened two informal consultative July 2006, which will assist the Club
meetings with Club members in late in finalising the statutory accounts for
April to canvass ideas were also very year ended 30 June 2006. A Farewell
much appreciated.
dinner for Maureen and Dennis is
The deadline for the receipt of being organised during July.
Trading Hours

Dine in / take away: ph 4465-1231
Lunch Wed—Sun 12.00 – 2.30 pm:
Dinner Tue—Wed from 5 pm to 9 pm
Dinner Thu—Sat 5 pm to 10 pm
Monday
·
Bingo 6.00 pm.
Tuesday
·
Social Bowls 1.30 pm.
·
Croquet: ph 4465-1608 for time.
Variation to trading hours is at the
Casual gear.
discretion of staff or the duty director. ·
Trivia Competition 7.30 pm.
ATM: Cash regularly available - for
·
Members’ Badge Draw 8.0 0pm
members & and patrons during
Thursday
trading hours.
·
Croquet: ph 4465-1608 for time.
ACTIVITIES
Casual gear
Tuesday – Sunday
Friday
Yummy Court
·
Croquet: ph 4465-1608 for time.
CHINESE RESTAURANT
Casual gear.
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

4.30 pm
12 noon 12 noon 12 noon 12 noon 12 noon 12 noon -

- 8.30 pm
9 pm
9 pm
9 pm
10 pm
10 pm
8.30 pm
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YUMMY COURT RESTAURANT
Albert and Vivian Wong commenced
op e r a t i ng t he Y um my C o u r t
Restaurant in the Club just prior to
Easter. With the limitations of the
current kitchen, they have achieved a
very high quality of service and
variety with their Chinese and
Malaysian meals. Their enthusiasm
in attempting to meet the
requirements of the Club is
commendable.
Albert and Vivian are also
investigating the possibility of
providing some special meals, such
as a Sunday Roast lunch, but they
will need to iron out the current
operational difficulties in the kitchen
before diversifying the cuisine.
TRIVIA COMPETITION
Come along to the trivia evening held
the clubhouse each Tuesday night,
starting at 7.30 pm. The successful
team wins $100 cash. There’s also
the opportunity to win the special
$1,000 question at the end of the
competition. Two contestants’ names
are also randomly selected to become
eligible to go into the draw to win a
car or a holiday.
Why not brush up on your trivia
knowledge and join us for a fun
evening each Tuesday night?
BELATED THANKS
Belated thanks also go to Marty
Barclay for providing a concert at the
Club on Easter Saturday and to
Lance Brown and Julie Norris for
their Anzac Sing-along on Monday 24
April 2006.
The contribution to the Club and the
community by Marty, Lance and
Julie is very much appreciated.

Peter Moore
President KVBRC

·

Meat raffle: Tickets from 7.15 pm;
draw starts 8 pm.
·
Members’ Badge Draw 8 to 8.15
Saturday
·
Social Bowls: 1.30 pm. Casual
gear.
Sunday
·
Barefoot Bowls: 1.00 pm.
·
Petanque: 3.00 pm.
Is gambling a problem for you?
Call G Line (NSW) Counselling Services
on 1 800 633 635.
Kangaroo Valley Bowling & Recreation
Club Limited (A.B.N. 84 584 252 182)
Marshall Street, Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577
Phone (02) 4465-1175. Fax: (02) 4465-1775
Email kvbrc@shoalhaven.net.au
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The Sports Report
Compiled by Kate Rutherford
the Shoalhaven
District Amateur
Competition.
Coached by
"Spike" Rutherford
the group are
steadily improving
their physical and
technical skills, are
working well as a
cohesive group, and
above all are
having fun!!
Footnote: We
suggest that you
keep this article
somewhere in a
safe place... word
has it that the
Under 8's are in
... Through rain, hail and shine the
preparation for the 2014 World Cup, and these
Kangaroo Valley Under 8's (also known are the faces that you'll need to look out for...
in the "Soccer World" as the Illaroo
Back row (L-R): Jak Kiely, Jacob Radic,
White's) continue to razzle, dazzle and
Gabby Knight, Patrick O'Connor, Emily
challenge their opponents with their fast Rutherford, Josh Styles.
Front row (L-R): Danny Thomas, Jaxon
footwork and brilliant ball skills.
Our very own rising soccer stars are competing Boyle, Sally Pritchard, and Spike Rutherford
with some "seasoned" and experienced teams in (Team Coach)

Sheila Young
strikes twice
Previous Champion made
it a double at the 2006
Kangaroo Valley Ladies
Open.
42 starters endured strong
winds on the opening day
when many times balls
were simply blown off the greens.
Ironically on the second day when conditions
were better the scores were not so good.
On the first day Sue Weekes (North Ryde) took
out A Grade with 29 points and Sheila Young
(KVGC) streeted the field by seven shots with
37 points.
Day 2 saw the same winners Sue Weekes with
34 points and Sheila 27.
With a one point better score 74 to 73, Sheila
took out the title.
The organisers were grateful for sponsors
support from The Heavens, The Golf and
Country Resort, Binda Burra, Albury Kent
Travel, Craftsman Golf,
Chris Amery and Trish Scott.

Kangaroo Valley Junior Rugby League
We are now well into the season with both the
U 12s and U 14s enjoying their footy.
The U 12s coached by John Good and Robert
Moran are currently in third place on the
competition ladder-winning one of their games
with only 9 players!
The U 14s, coached by Dave Kent with
assistance from various football junkies,

ANJON PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
MINI DINGO DIGGER HIRE
MOBILE LOG SPLITTING
JOHN MCKINLEY
KANGAROO V ALLEY
MOBILE - 0428 610 508
A.H. - 4465 1181
FAX - 4465 1904

* MOBILE LOG SPLITTING
* CHAINSAW OPERATING
* LAWN MOWING
* FIREWOOD SUPPLIES
* 4 IN 1 BUCKET
* TRENCHING
* POST HOLE BORING
* SOIL LEVELLING
* POLY PIPE LAYING
* ROTARY HOEING
* STUMP GRINDING
* ANGLE BLADE
* RUBBISH REMOVAL

DIFFICULT & CONFINED AREAS 1.1 MTR ACCESS

including Tighes and Paul (Friendly Inn), are
in the middle of their ladder.
These are fantastic results considering the
teams generally don’t have subs and local
breeding produces a generally leaner football
specimen!!
Perhaps it’s the new jerseys, which are giving
them the edge-why not come along and check
them out at one of the home games.
Dates for home games are as follows:
17th June, 1st July, 22nd July and 29th July.
Games begin at 10 am.
A canteen is in operation for home games
which helps subsidise the club’s operating
expenses (for referees etc).
For the next State of Origin match on the
June 14, the Friendly Inn are providing a
special viewing room for the Junior League
players to enjoy the game.
A raffle for a State of Origin jersey will also
be on offer, with all proceeds going to the
KVJRLFC.
On the 24th June, the U 12s are playing at
Mollymook and the club is supplying a bus
and BBQ for players and supporters.
The bus has a capacity of 63 persons, so there
is plenty of room for anyone wishing to go
along. Just be at Osborne Park at 7 45 am
(enquiries phone Spike: 44651438).
Milton are currently on top of the ladder, so
lots of support could help edge these players
up towards the finals and relish in a
Premiership, just as the now U 14s achieved a
couple of years ago.
Bring it on.
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Saddle up for a new tourist attraction
An exciting new tourist attraction has
recently opened up here in Kangaroo
Valley.
Many of you are familiar with the property
‘Melross’; from the year 2000 this farm has
been owned by the Keats family who have
invested significant funds into restoring the

Go Barefoot!
By Deb and Lindon Reid
The old saying “No hoof, No horse” is a well
known truism.
For many years in the horse world it has been
believed that metal horseshoes were essential to
the well being of any horse in work.
At last and not before time, this belief is being
challenged by a dedicated and growing group of
horse lovers ranging from Race horse owners to
endurance riders and eventers, pleasure riders to
Farriers and Vets.
Natural Hoofcare promotes the trimming of
horses hooves to a shape found naturally
occurring in wild horses all over the world
including the brumbies in Australia and
Mustangs in the USA.
This method, along with a natural diet, lifestyle
and appropriate conditioning can prevent and
cure hoof ailments commonly associated with
domestic horses but unknown amongst wild
horses.
These problems include splits, chips, contracted
heels, rotation of the coffin bone, laminitis,
founder, white line disease (seedy toe), and
navicular syndrome.
These stresses also cause musculature problems
further up on the horse.
Based on training originating from Jaime
Jackson’s and Pete Ramey’s work with
mustangs in the USA, Lindon has been
trimming horses and rehabilitating laminitis
cases in the Southern Highlands with great
success.
He is Vice president of the Australian Hoof
Care Association, a newly formed association
promoting natural hoof care and horse
management.
Previous to moving to NSW 18 months ago, he
was heavy weight champion of the Western
Australia Endurance Horse Riding Association
(WERA) 2002 and he and others of his
discipline are riding their horses ‘barefoot’.
Endurance Racing is probably the most testing
environment for a bare foot horse, involving
races of 80-160 km over rocky mountainous
terrain within a 12-24 hour period.
The trim techniques we use are non- invasive
and our horse handling gentle and sympathetic.
Our first commitment is to do ‘No Harm’.
If you would like to consider a change for the
better, feel free to ring and chat to Lindon or
Deb on 48834448.
If you would like to examine further
information, the following websites are helpful:
http://www.equethy.com
http://www.hoofrehab.com
http://www.simonearleracing.com
http://www.star-ridge.com

farm to it’s former glory.
Six years on, the property now has a reputation
for manicured lawns, quality hay production
and horses… lots of them!
The managers (Dave and Alison) saw a real
opportunity to share these facilities with the
public through providing quality personal horse
riding activities.
They cater for all ages and experience levels.
At ‘Riding on Melross’ you can do anything
from trail rides through rolling pastures,
woodland and semi-rainforests, to personalised
western riding lessons in a fully enclosed sand
arena.
What really sets ‘Riding on Melross’ apart is
the fact that it caters for children.
Special children’s riding lessons are available
which utilize fun and games to build confidence
and stability in the saddle.
There is also a raised viewing area where
parents can sit back and relax whilst their

children are riding. ½ hour led pony rides are
also available for the younger or less secure
riders.
All of the horses on Melross are top quality
western trained quarter horses, they are all safe,
easy to ride and highly responsive (not your
average trail horse!).
If you are interested in coming for a ride,
sending your children for a lesson, or you
simply want a little more information give
Alison a call on 0408 492 587.

Golf club report

play game and the title
for 2006 .
May has been a big month for the Kangaroo In our regular Saturday
competitions Andrew
Valley Golf Club .
White (Visitor) won the
With the 2006 Ladies Open being conducted
stableford round of the
and the winner of the 2006 Knockout
6th with 37 points in
Matchplay decided .
difficult
conditions.
The very popular and competitive Knockout
Trevor
Amery
played
matchplay competition came down to a final
between Harry Brittain of Kangaroo Valley and great golf to win theth
Par event on the 13
club stalwart Dave Purll .
with +4.
Dave grabbed an early lead as his putter ran
hot . Harry’s usually precise iron play was out Ron Bower’s 37 points
in the stableford event on the 20th reflected the
of kilter for the opening holes but slowly
work
he has been doing on his game while Ray
returned, and as his game lifted to its usual high
Michelsons
appears to be back in form with a
standard, Harry started to apply pressure on
nett 72 to win the Monthly Medal on Saturday
Dave’s lead into the turn .
th
The back nine shaped up as a tight tussle but it the 27 ..
For all upcoming fixtures and detailed results
soon became apparent to all watching that
please refer to our website .
Dave’s putter had gone cold and he couldn’t
www.kangaroovalleygolfclub.asn.au
make the crucial putts required to apply any
heat on Harry.
The 3 Putter .
In the end Harry won an entertaining matchPictured Club President John Rose in action

A.P.Sparke & Broad
(Established 1897)

Solicitors & Attorneys
OBJECTIVE, INDEPENDENT
ADVICE FOR ALL YOUR
LEGAL MATTERS
Contact: Philip Broad
31 Moss Street, NOWRA, NSW 2541
Telephone: (02) 4421 7688
Incorporating the practices of
Alan C. Peters. Phelps & Brown and LFJ Norman
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Them what whispers down the well,
About the goods they ‘ave to sell,
Will not make as many dollars,
As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers.

Eccles Electrical
Ph 44651037
email: quoll@austarnet.com.au
*All Electrical jobs including- domestic and commercial
*Refrigeration/Air-con

*Plus Pump Repairs
~Emergency Service Available~

The Village Green Nursery

Paul Obern Arborist Services

Est 1988

Qualified Tree Surgeon with 10 years Experience

Pot Plant to Paddock—We cater for all! Tubestock, Windbreaks, Hedging,
Fruit, Seedlings, Natives and Exotics

Wollemi Pines available now!!!
Open 7 days
Ph/fax 44 651 533 Janet or Darren
for helpful service and advice“ council carpark” Kangaroo Valley

Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding, Fire
Reduction Clearing, Thinning, Mulching, Dangerous Trees
Removed – all sizes

Call Paul Tel: 02 44651391 or Mobile No. 0403 610 236
Free quotes—Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area

For all your electrical, data & telephone requirements

Phone: 4422 3588
MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS

MECHANICAL

Mobile 0427 442 004

DRYDEN PLUMBING SERVICES
Plumber, Drainer & Gasfitter

!Diesel, petrol, 2-stroke engines
!Chainsaws, lawn care equipment, farm machinery

Obligation-free Quotes-24 Hour
Service
Call Mark or Margo

Call Simon / Michelle 4465 2328 Kangaroo Valley ABN: 60 198 426 162

Phone 44651503 Mobile 0413 99 1080

All makes, all models!

Robin Godson-King D.R.M. A.T.M.S.
Holistic Massage Therapist since 1980.
Ph; 02 4465 1462 Mob; 0431 940 659
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MIKE & CATHY GORMAN
! !!! Electrical Installations – Home/Business
! !!! Smoke detectors, Surge protectors, Safety switches
! !!! Garden and Entertainment lighting
Mobile: 0427651540
Phone/Fax: 44651540
1005 Wattamolla Rd Wattamolla, 2535
Lic No. 46822C
ABN 76 031 101 072

Ian McLean
Phone 4464 3267
Mobile 0427 643 267

PRIVATE HOME NURSING
New Home Care Service Provider
by Registered Nurse
Services include: at home personal care,
dressings, respite care.

Contact Kate on 0410 342 443
(Referral by GP required)

Local Weeding & Gardening Service
Require a hand around the house,
in the garden or paddock?
Flat Rate of $25/hour
Call the reliable local service provider
on 0410 342 443

Kangaroo Valley Security
Regular and casual patrols of
properties and premises
Alarm responses – Security signage
Static guarding
Sales of alarms and associated equipment
Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley
Ph 44 651 659 Mob: 042 865 1659
Master Licence No: 407376632

Computer Problems
contact Wayne at
Computer Solutions
Solve all your pc computer problems
call 44652435 or mobile 0404362817
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Noxious weed update
(Continued from page 6)

must be kept free of the plant.
Ian Borrowdale, Noxious Weeds Officer,
Shoalhaven City Council said:
“Changes to the Act will mean there will be
changes to the way Council carries out property
inspections and serves weed control orders that
require private property owners to carry out
weed control on their properties.
“Councill will now specify a range of dates in
which property inspections can be carried out
rather than the previous fixed date.
This will allow Council’s property inspection
program to be more flexible and should be
beneficial to the property owner as the date for
a property inspection can be changed at short
notice should an unexpected commitment
occur.
“Council will endeavour at all times to
reschedule inspections to a time that is mutually
convenient to property owners and Council.
“Council is now required to advise property
owners in writing prior to the service of a weed
control notice.
This will give property owners an opportunity
to make a submission to Council in relation to
Council’s intent to serve a weed control notice.”
The majority of commonly occurring weeds in
the Shoalhaven are now classified as class four
weeds.
Some of the more common class 4 weeds
include:
·
African Lovegrass
·
Bitou Bush
·
Blackberry

News stories please to
kvvoice@shoal.net.au

·
Fireweed
·
Lantana
·
Privet
·
Serrated Tussock
For all weeds in this class, Council is required
to develop a Local Management Plan which is
available from Council’s Administrative
Offices at Nowra and Ulladulla, from Council’s
Noxious Weeds Unit at 2 McIntyre Way
Bomaderry or from Council’s internet site.
Lantana was previously not declared a noxious
weed in Shoalhaven.
The Management Plan for Lantana now
requires property owners and land managers to
control Lantana in the Southern part of the City
(for further details of the control area see the
Management plan on the Council’s internet
site).
In other parts of the City property owners may
be required to control Lantana to support
control efforts carried out by individual
property owners, community groups and other
land management authorities
New weeds have been declared noxious and
placed in Class 5.
Some of these weeds include:
·
Bridal Creeper
·
Fountain Grass
·
Onion Grass
·
Oxalis
·
Willows.
Weeds in this Class are called notifiable weeds
and there is a requirement that none of these
weeds be sold or purchased and any weed
material must not knowingly be moved from
place to place.
Council will make an application to allow
weed material to be taken to designated areas
such as waste depots for proper disposal.
Further information on noxious weeds visit
Council’s Noxious Weeds internet site.
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Orchestral concert
(Continued from page 9)

arguably the country’s finest music school.
The Australian National University Chamber
Orchestra was formed in 2004 by cellist and
ANU School of Music staff member David
Pereira.
He wanted to create an opportunity for the
students to perform at a professional level in a
string chamber orchestra.
The ANUCO performs in traditional and nontraditional concert venues, providing students
with the opportunity to perform string
repertoire of all types and styles to a high
standard.
Its varied program encompasses music rich in
diversity and creativity and is a fine example of
the extraordinary talent of the staff and the
students of the ANU School of Music.
An exhibition of photographs will be held in
conjunction with the concert, featuring the work
of four fine Valley photographers.
Tickets, at $30 ($20 if purchased before 20
June) or $20 ($15 if purchased before 20 June)
for concessions and KVAF members, inclusive
of afternoon tea, are available:
!in person from the Newsagency at Kangaroo
Valley 4465 1150.
!by phone with credit card from Belinda
Webster 4465 1259
All lovers of fine music are advised to claim the
date in their diaries now and plan to enjoy some
of the finest string orchestra music performed
by many of the finest young musicians in
Australia.
All music enquiries to
Belinda Webster 4465 1259
or media enquiries to Kate Mather 4465 1301.

Them what whispers down the well,
About the goods they ‘ave to sell,
Will not make as many dollars,
As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers.

KANGAROO VALLEY
PLUMBING SERVICES

Miss Shelleys Flower Shop
shop 1/98 queen street Berry, (behind newsagents)

bh.02 4464 3674 mob. 0422 687 854
Innovative, Creative, Original and Traditional

Lee Dale:
Tel 0405 224043

Flowering Hours
Monday to Saturday 8.30 am - 5.30 pm
Sunday and public holidays 10-4 pm

Licence No: 158073C
24 hours—7 Days Emergency Service
15 years experience
Same day
hot water system replacement

Interior / Exterior
Design, Colour & Decoration
Commercial, Hospitality,
Residential
Phone: 02 4422 5035
Mobile: 0419 279 883

www.denovoconcepts.com
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Claim the date!
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Wot’s on in the Valley

Sunday July 16
King of the Mountain
Tuesday July 4
“Ellie Royal day” Operation Challenge

Special events May 2006
Saturday June 3
The Song Company KV Hall 7.30 pm
Saturday June 10
Special General Meeting Valley Club 9am
Pre School Winter Dance KV Hall 7-30 pm
Sunday June 11
Rock Wallaby youth festival
Sunday June 25
ANU Chamber Orchestra KV Hall

Friday to Sunday September 8-10
KV Folk Festival
Saturday, November 4
"Emily Cottage" Open Garden.
April 22-24, 2007
Arts in the Valley

Organisations
are invited to use this page to claim the date
for any events they are planning, so as to avoid doubling up
and clashes with other groups.

Monthly events
Mon (1st)
Mon (2nd)
Mon (2nd)

KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed – Bill Chittick 4465 1242
Senior Citizen’s Meeting - 10.15 am – Kangaroo Valley Bowling Club.
Environment Group – 6 pm – The Ambulance Community Complex –
Peter Stanton 4465 1688
Mon (3rd)
A & H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Betty Allan 4465 1154
Historical Society – 1 pm – Pioneer Farm – Gerry Garrett 4465 1419.
Pioneer Settlement Trust - 10.30 am - Pioneer Park - Elaine Apperley 4465 2026
Tues (1st)
CWA 10 am to 12, 12 Speaker, 12.30 pm Combined Luncheon,
1 pm to 2.15 pm Meeting
Tues (2nd) Pre School Meeting
Wed (4th)

Pioneer Farm working bee 10 am to 2 pm Bring tools to suit your expertise

Thurs (2nd)

P. & C. Meeting – – KV School

Fri (1st)

Upper Kangaroo River Bushcare 9 to 11am near picnic area.Tess Heighes 4422 7147

Fri (2nd)

View Club Gen Meeting & Luncheon – 12 pm – Hampden Bridge Café

Sat (last)
Sat (3rd)

Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482
9-11 am for Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare, meet at Upper
Kangaroo Valley Hall Contact Tess Heighes 4422 7147
Sun (1st)
Family Friendly Contemporary Service – 9.30 am – Anglican Church 4465 1585
Family Evening Service 6-30 pm Uniting Church 4464 1034
Sun (2nd)
Communion & Traditional Service – 9.30 am – Anglican Church 4465 1585
Communion Service
9 am
Uniting Church
4464 1034
Sun (3rd to 5th) Worship Service
9 am
Uniting Church
4464 1034
Sun (last)

Fishing Club Competition day – Harold Sharman 4465 1140

Bi-weekly events
Tuesday (2nd & 4th)

Lions Club Al Fresco – 7 pm Carolyn Green 4465 1384

Thursday (1st & 3rd)

Men’s Group 7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 44651056

Friday (1st Friday)

Upper Kangaroo River Bushcare Group Les Mitchell 4465 1564

Weekly events
Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and
Highlands - 4423 5990
Mon –Tues-Thurs-Fri Mass St. Joseph’s 11 am
Mon
Bingo – 7 pm KVB&RC
Mon
1-3 pm Women's Bible Study
Anglican Hall 44651585
Mon&Wed 10-12 am Women's Bible Study Anglican Residence 44651585
Mon Wed Thurs 1-3 pm Women's Care & share Anglican Hall 44651585
Mon
Mon low-mod intensity exercise
class Hall 8.45 am 4447 8332
Tues
9 am Association Croquet
Tues Men's Bowling - 1.30 pm, Casual
Contact Club 4465 1175 & leave name
Tues
10-12 & 6-8 Iyenga Yoga 44 651 364
Tues
Cuppa & kids Sunday School Hall 10am
Wed
Mass St Joseph’s 6-20 am
Wed
Tai Chi Hall 8.30 am 4447 8332
Wed
Croquet Club 9 am Valley Club
Wed
Rural Fire Service Training at Shed 6pm
Wed
6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact 44 651364
Thurs
5 pm Golf Croquet
Exercise Class 9-15 am KV Hall
Walking group P.O. 10 am
Fri
2 pm Association Croquet
Fri
9.30 am Pilates 44651918
Sun
Bowling Club - 'Barefoot Bowls'
From 11.00 am
Sun
KV Rural Fire Service Training –
Fire Shed 9 am
Sun
Anglican Church Service 8-30 am
Sunday School 10 am
Sun
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am
Sun
Uniting Church Worship 9 am (2nd to
5th Sun) and Worship 6.30 pm (1st)

*
The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered free to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley
*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $36 per year
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know.
Please tick the appropriate box:

I AM A NEW RESIDENT
I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY
SUBSCRIPTION - (Cheque or Money Order only thank you)
CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS

Your Mailing Address:Name _________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________
K.V. Voice Office:- Pioneer Farm, Kangaroo Valley 2577. Phone/facsimile (02) 4465 1521
If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you
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SCHOOLS & CHURCHES
EMERGENCIES
Preschool
Jacinta Powell
4465 1327
Police
13 1444 or 4421 9699
Public School
Mark McCarthy 4465 1182
Ambulance
000
P&C
Dougall Blanch 4465 1182
Poisons
13 1126
Scots College
Ian Boyle
4465 1089
Integral Energy
13 1003
Bomaderry High Marylin Henderson4421 0699
Lifeline
13 1114
Anglican Church Graham Castle
4465 1585
Fire
000
Sunday School Irene Dunn
4465 1056
SPORTS & EXERCISE
Cuppa and kids Shannon Chittick 4465 1367
Nigel Lewis
4446 0638
Catholic Church Anne Dynon
4464 1910 Tennis Club
Greg Thompson 4465 1531
Uniting Church John Brentnall
4464 1034 Cricket Club
Golf Club
John Rose
4464 2384
Canoe Club
Graeme Mounsey 4465 1597
CHARITIES & SERVICE GROUPS
Sharon Selby
4465 1186
CMR Institute
Isabel Butler
4465 1248 Pony Club
4465 1341
Lions
Tony Barnett
4465 1800 Ladies Bowling Margery Good
4465 1035
V.I.E.W. Club
Betty Allan
4465 1154 Men’s Bowling Phillip Chittick
Vinnie Winch
4465 1448
C.W.A.
Pauline Miller
4465 1712 Fishing Club
Heather Kelly
4465 1608
Amnesty Int.
Libby Turnock 4465 1357 Croquet Club
Environment
Pamela Davis
4465 2285
Wires
4862 1788
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AGES & STAGES
Nursing Mothers Karen Beeston
Cubs/Scouting
Cathy Gorman
Senior Citizens
Majorie Good

4465 1098
4465 1540
4465 1341

OTHER ORGANISATIONS
Brogers Creek Landcare Andrew
4465 1482
Pioneer Farm
Elaine Apperley 4465 1306
Historical Society Gerry Garrett
4465 1419
Osborne Park/Hall J. Lenz
4465 1272
A & H Society
Betty Allan
4465 1154
K.V.Rural Fire S Bill Chittick
4465 1242
Tourist Assn
Sue Foster
4465 1165
Iyengar Yoga
Rose Andrews 4465 1364
Rock-Wallaby
Melinda Norton 4887 8256
Alcholics Anonymous Rick
4465 1113
Upr/Rvr Prog Assn D. Loneragan 4465 1364
K.V.C.A..
Tony Barnett
4465 1800
KV Garden Group Lee Sharam
4465 1756
Group Secretaries - please check & update details

Special General Meeting
Saturday June 10, 2006
9 am at KVB&RC
This meeting will decide the future of your club

* Enjoy a great drink at the KVBRC
with stunning views of the Valley
* Chinese and Malaysian cuisine
* Lawn Bowls
* Croquet
* Family friendly
* Barefoot Bowling
Marshall Rd: at the Mount Scanzi turn off
Trivia competition—$100 prize—Tuesday nights—7-30 pm
Information for members and guests.
Information for members and guests

ATM at the Club:
Cash is regularly available
during all club trading hours.
Barefoot bowls: Sundays from 11 am.
Only $5 Includes equipment and green hire

Get in the picture!. Austar Sports Channels on the big 2 metre screen.
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